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THE STUDENT NEWSPAPER OF,THENATIONALLAWCENTER:'
THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY,' .'
.. ..

Tuesday,
February: 16,.i988. .,,\
......

Vol.' 19 No. 10'

Dean .Search Narrowed
To 'Seven Candidates.
-, ..

.Proposed Exam.Change:
Finals After, Christmas

by Kevin FvO'Hare

'the-Nl.C faculty. The remaining
1lySalIyWeinbrom
into' 14' weeks of classes per
fiye are,. respectively" ...Colin S.
semester and examination periods,
The selection 0(- the NLC's
DIVer .' of Boston Uruversity;
In' response to .student comwhich count toward the "resifuture dean, which 'began- last
Thomas D; Morgan of Emory,
, plaints' about exam' scheduling
dency" , . ' requirement.
'. Also,
October with consideration of 150
University;' Roger C. Henderson
.'which this past, semester forcea
students must receive 750 minutes
applicants.vhas been narrowed to
of the University of Arizona;
many second and third. year
of instruction per credit hour,
.seven- final' candidates..
The
John H. Jackson. of the Universtudents to take back to back
- which also includes time spent in
announcement. oce Dean . Jerome . ,
sity .....
of Michigan and Jack H.
exams or multiple. exams on the
exams.
~,
B~rron's~su~cessoris expected-In- ; Friedenthal of Stanford Univesame day, the faculty SubcommitCurrently, 'NLC students take
mldc~~i~~i~~· are scheduled t~
.rsiPlie'Adv~~a;e 'has-provid~d
~~~~ert~rnin~aJ;gg~~alsht~Sall~ef~~ ',' ~~op~~:~swOIy~~s~'ase ~~~s'ex~~'
undergo a series. of. interviews
brief sketches. of each prospecthe problem.
"
. crunch is a plan to shorten the
here before the final decision is
tive-candidate, one of'.whom will
In a memo to the Committee
semester to 14 weeks .. To meet
rendered;
Each aspirant will
be·theNLC's
Dean beginning,
for -Curriculum and Long -Term
the 750 hour test, -however,
visit the law school. fora
two
next fall.
'.,','
'"
.~
Planning, which will present the ' . students in four credit classes
day round of meetings with both
BarkleyClark~-Harvard Law
final exam scheduling proposal to . would have to take four hour
the student, and faculty. Dean
'65: AnNLCprofessorsince'
., the full faculty, members of the.
exams instead of the current
Search Committees..
" Upon
1985; Clark '.received cthe best
Subcommittee on the Calendar,
three hour exam.
Also, under
completion of the committees'
teacher :award from theNLC
.:inc:luding, ' Professors . William
the proposal .: two extra days
evaluations, recommendations will.
class of '87. An AssociateDearipalOter,
Lynn Stout and second
would '. have to be scheduled
be presented .to the entire law
at the University of Kansas from'
year law student Jeremy Sugarduring Spring semester to provide
school faculty on March 4, with
'1971
through ,,1974,
Clark
'. man, admitted that the system as
for snow days. These days would
voting to take place one week
instructed at Kansas beginning in ' .
it stands now needs adjustment.
be cancelled and transformed into
later.. 'TheNLC choice will then
1969, and was the Robert A.
The current exam schedule gives
reading period days if not used.
ba Torwarded toGW
President'
Schroeder Distinguished Professorstudents
too' little
time to
The school, calendar would
Lloyd Elliott, Vice-President
~.'. ,;of Law thereTrom 1982 through
adequately study, for exams,
change if this proposal were
for Academic Affairs. Roderick"
1985. In addition, Clarkwas the
. unduly . guides...:, their
course
.adopted. Classes would start at
Fre~ch . and
Incoming
GW.
two term Mayor of Lawrence..
,selectIon and as a result raises
the . same . time, but the fall
Presjdent . Joel Trachtenberg for .
Kansas: and' served. on., the . city. .
student stress levels. . .: ....
read 109 perjod would be one week
confirmation.
.....
'.. '.
council for ten years. AIl expert
Two proposals > havev.cbeenri,
.Ionger; . Spnng semest~r would
;' The. persons .under ..·~onsidera_~o.,...~''''''.,~_._banJqng,.an<l
.•.commerc!al~Ja'~l"'''«' "",:o.ffered;to ,alter.exam.aclministra",~.....
,~g.,.also,.beg1O"!lt
Ah.e_same.tIme, but
tIon h~V.e achlev.ed1m. pre.ssive
.\....
lark h.as authored. seven I..
~g.a...... '.. t.l.on W.lt.ho
..ut runn10g afo.,ul o.(.~,
.....
the .spnng. r.ead.1OgpeClod.~,~ould .
academIC
and
profeSSIOnal
t0n:tes. and numerou~. revIew·
...~ABt\ -.requIrements;'c )"he ABA . 'only be tf!ree· days longer.
The
recor~s. '_. Include~d''are •. an,.,,:~.....
artlcles,asweH ,as a wIdely read
requIres'. all .accredltedlaw
. exam penod\yould
thereby be
assoctate'deanano'Slx
professors.
.. mon~hly .. newsletter' on secured school~ to.; I?rovlde that students,extend~d
by eIght to ten Clays,
of law, three of ",hom are (ormer;:.·lend1Og...
Professor· Clark, who,
are. "10 reSIdence" for 90. weeks
depend10g on sl}ow days.
deans. _Two of· the candIdates'
. has also, served as a- consultant .', .whIch means scheduled to attend
Professors DIenes and TransBarkley
Clark , arid'" Teresa
~.to state legi~!atuteson the UCC;..
classes. for· 15 weeks a ,semester.
grud have' also forwarded. a
Schwartz, are current membersnf
.' Go To Page 9', Cot~·.TechD1cal1y,
90 weeks translates
" Go To Page 6, Col. 1

Loan' .Forgiveness Task ..Force
Submits·,: Proposal '

New SBA,Plans, for'. the :Future
,~Un(l,erArden and Henry> .

b C . 1 .' K"
.
component,' begins to" operate
.by Peter Most
y . aro yn uen~e ~ '.'
only after the refinancing. has
The National Law Center went
"Loan 'forgiveness?"-Many
begun and the student. l1as
to the polls last week to el~ct
students have heard the term ana
demol}strated
a .,~ubstant.Jal
are aware of the fact that an'
commItment '.to . publIc .servIce
the 1988-89 Student Bar Assocl~~ffort is currently undenyayto
work. For example, the proposal
tion board. Former SBA preslImplement a "loan forgIveness
,suggests.. the loan. fqrglv.e.ness
program" at the NLC. H'owever
component .does not begm to take
many students are uninformed
effect unttl. the·. graduate has
about·, the· meaning of such a
compl~ted at l~ast. t.wo .years
program..
. '.
work 10 the .publ~c servIce fIeld.
Many students
think
loan
. The· ref1O~nclOg. component.
forgiveness entails getting a free
operates to gIve. eligIble graduaride whereby the scnool will pay
te~ an annual . loan.
The loan'
off all one's debt. This is not'
WIll be the dIfference between
the case. David Wolf· head of
the amount. qwedeach
year on
the Loan Forgiveness Task Force.
the graduate s lo~ns and the
which submitted a proposal of a
amou.nt he or she IS expected to
Loan
Rep.aym.ent
Assistance
.co~tnbu!e _tow.ard~' .repayment,
Program to the faculty and the,.
. which .IS determmed.by
the .administration claims tne .program....
annual 1Ocome. These loans from
has I'the modest goal of making.·
the law' schpolwould
'be .both ,
debt~ .man~geable" to encourage ' deferred .ul)tIl the graduate I~ no·
publIc servIce work."
.'
_' .'.longer eltgl.ble for loan forglve- "
Wayne Arden
The task· force has purposely
ness and. 1Oter~st free. . Once'
.
, President
created abroad definition of the
repayment ;begms; the 10terest
tYp'eof emploYJ1len~,:whichwou!d
wSlUld be .fIgured III ~ccorda{lce
dent Dennis Ouinn announced the
~atlsfy the cntena. of .publIc'
,wIth
the ..,:..current '.Guaranteed
election results to a boisterous
tnterest. work: ... Eith~r,.employ:.;,Students
Loan rate. A. grad~ate\,
crowd, at the 21st. Amendment
ment WIth a non-profIt organiza.:.,c~uI4
enter the program anYl!me
after
the polls closed last
tion qualifying for .taxexemption.
wlthmlO'
years Of graduatIOn.
; Wednesday.
.
.
Or a local, state. or' federal-'-< Graduates may also-. take leaves
The new SBA .president IS
, .government or agency:, ....'.:
of . absence'. from
the
loan
Wayne Arden.
Paul Henry,
The program consIsts of two
forgIveness program. \ . .... '. . .... .., Arden's running mate, is the new
componen~, the first one, being a .•' ... The loan·forglveness cO,mponent·,
SBA vice.' president . (or '.day
loan deferral plan whereby a .
IS. the part of. the .lroposal ... students.
Randy SmIth was.
student's
debt.
is
basically
deSigned tq .truly. ,al ,thos~"
.elected night vIce president.
refinanced. .The second com- ...
p~rsons .w .•c:hm2
to
commIt
Class representatives were aJso.
, ponent,' which ,:is:'the· forgiveness J'fT' ': t, J ',:./..
Go ,To Pag~'~i Col.'l~/ elected. last.week .... ,;The thud,

yell!" .repre~entatives .are Candi
'Perottl; Art Brose; LIsa Kolman
and ~aryn KmaK. •._ The new
second year representatives are'
Gabrielle Roth, Joe Gagen, Todd
Baldwin, and Becky Epstein.

Paul Henry
.Vice President
Pepper Young was electe'd .the
second' year nIght representatIve. .
The third year and fourth year'
night representative positions are .
still vacant.
'
The National
Law' Center
perhaps reflecting
a general
.national trend, saw fewer voters.
'. come to. the polls than. at any,·
time in recent history. Out of
the 1100 eligible voters, a mere
455 students -- 41% -- chose to
.'. '. • ,; ~":Go·T'OP.age'6, 'Col. :l I':

EDITORIALS

To the Editor:
. ,To the Editor:- ,
"
'.'
.
".. '.
".'
Lwould lil~e~to repiybtiefly td
'. On the Supreme Court, allqut··
the several humorous, and one
two Justices have voted consisbitter letter which my article
.tent!yagail).st. the death penalty,
"NLC: NOWHERE NEAR THE TOP
Justice Scalia IS not among them.
TWENTY" provoked..
>
. Therefore, I. and several other",
First,. contrary to the sugges-.
GW law students who oppose the'
tions.vin- "Letters to the Editor,"
death penalty are: circulating an
the , problem. of' windowless
SBA
antt-.death. penalty. petition 'that:
professorial offices ... is not a
will be presented today to Justice
trivial one. Indeed.; as a very
Scalia after: his talk at the Nl:C'recent
memo from the -Faculty
The changing of the guard i~ at hand on several fronts. The ...
11 law students 10 SIgn,
I.urge
.3:
Support
Committee .points OU!f
university has acquired a new president. Thelaw.school 'Y tll sth~tI~
this
petition.y
"
....
"THE,.
BIGGEST
.. FACULT}'
select a new dean. Students will vote for a newunrversi ty s u en
Toe' petition states that the
CONCERN IS THE LACK OF
administration and law students have shown their support for the
signers. believe '.the. death: pe!1al~y.
WINDOWED OFFICES." This very
Arden/Henry ticket to guide the student body for the next year. . 'd'
violates .. , theConstttutlOn
s..
problem. was also a-part. of the
Amidst all these changes the work done by' Dennis ~UlD~ an
prohibitions. against the infliction
law school .self'-studyr-iand was
his administration should not be overlooked, Qumn saved credit-no
of cruel and unusual punishment'discussed
at length at a faculty
credit for all of us. . He also organtzed. the SBA .mto a more
and against ·the·- deprivation of
retreat. Currently the Committee
efficient body with his mandate of office hours and monthly:
life, liberty,orraroperty
without
is considering three options to
meetings.
.
h'
d
.
bri
.
th
ost.
dI'nue.t·oPerocfI~fStSh,ofe·I'gahwth,a.s.ansdetffoourrt~
..
,deal
with the problem, although
On the social front .Dennis made ea way rmging us e m
the one 1 proposed raises "the
successful Homecoming and l?nd-of -the- Year Party to date. :rhrOug~
teenth amendments ...... I~urges,
political nettleofrelocatin,g
some
it all, Dennis remained a. nice guy, ready WIth a funny line, an
, Justice Scalia to vote agamst the.
present :student and, administrawhen necessary, a f'irm opmlOn.
.,.
'
death penalty. in .all Supreme:
tive functions where windows are
Thanks, Dennis, for your work .. Your Impnnt WIll notbesoon .
Court cases on that Issue··.:now
located.'"
. .....
....
forgotten.
.
While . it is vital. to appeal
',Second
although I have "never
against executions to state and,:taken
a formal survey?' as several
feder.al legislators and governors,. . ·of"
the,
letters
numorously
it is equally as vital. to appeal to.
proposed, I : have: visit~d law
individual . state and
federal'.
professors'· at many dIfferent
GWUSA Elections
judges.~They are the ones who'
universities both here and abroad,
oetermine whether·. the death
and I have never found afullpenalty is ,cruel ...and :unusual .
time tenured member of the law
punishment, and theyc~n.
b~faculty":"-,
muc:h, less a ' (ull
We endorse John David Morris for the office of qWUSA ."
10fluenced in. that. determ1OatJOn.
professor-- conf1Oed.to an. office
President.
In addition to endorsing the man for .the offIce,: we
by thoseopposing.the
'death
without a window. While those
endorse the office for the man. John has proven hImself to .qe .an
penalty.
". '
,.' '.
. .........
who go into law teaching do, not
able and thoughtful worker. He has shown the necessary .1OIttattve
.' , The . lives, of countless' death
necessarily
expect
private
to pull students and administrators toge~her to tack!e a p-roblem,.
row inmates might besaved;,iL
secretaries '. andlargefurnish~d
area.
He has also displayed a professlOnalent~usIasm for the:
only people wouldspeal,<outop.
. .offices. such as those featured,lD
University which is. infectious; The GWUSA,President should not
their behalf. One such.1Omate IS.
"Paper-'Chase," ari office, with::lt
only be. a leader"of the student body, but also a cheerlea<!er
the
EarlClanton, black, aged 33~ wnoleast
a'small window seems .tobe
is scheduled to, be electrocuted in
both .customary'~nd expected.;
UDlv1~~~ris the lone presidential candidate who can·offer.~sinore,
Virginia next month on March 17
Thud, don't kId yourself, offIce
.than continued political back-biting. Rather-than stagnatIOn, John,
. for a,November,l980'
killing.:
.'accommodations are one factor-'offers innovation.
He has gainea t~e respect. of students, ad-·,··
Amnesty
International <,reports
. <along •. with':,· compensation,
ministrators and University staff. He'will. get the Job <Jone.
that. the Federal DistricLCourt,.,
teach10g assignments,. geographiIn addition, we endorse Nadeem MaltK for ~he offIC~ of 9WUSA
overturned his death sentence \'<;, cal Jo<:ation, " the.,')~w ,schogls'
Executive Vice-President.. He alone of. the vice presldentIaI.canbecause of the' inadequacies .of.:
reputatIon, etc.--'
10 choosmg
didates has exemplified the qualities of experienc~ apd I).on-parttsanhis
trial
lawyer.
The
lawyer'did
among
places
at
which
to teach,
ship necessary to lead the Senate from the 1OfIght1Og that has
not investigate possible mitigating . and may well be a deciding.
occurred over the past year.
. . .
..'
,
factors and did not interview any,
factor if. the other matters seem
It is critically important that all graduate students. vote on
of
Clanton's
relatives
or
acquain.
to
be comparable..
After all
February 23rd and 24to. .By voting can we show that we are on
tances
in
preparation.
for
"the
.
most
faculty
members
willspend
this campus and want our VIeWSknown and concerns addressed.
,
sentencing phase of the trial.~·,the
majority of theirprofesslOnal
John Morris is the candidate who. can' best meet our expecta-Unfortunately, the Fourth Circuit
lives, pften ,including weekends,
tions, as well as those of the entire University. Vote for him. And
Court
reimposed
the '.' death
-. 10 theIroffJces .. WIth so much
get others to do the same.
,...
penalty, and the Supreme Court
keen competition from other fine
refusea in 1987 to review the
law schools to attract and retain
case;
. .
,
'.
',.,.
.' talented young faculty, consigning
- . Two hew
attorneys - filed
. ours for many. years to, sman
Elizabeth H. MacGregor
appeals on Mr. Clanton's behalf
windowless
offices.' obviously
Editor-in-Chief
,
early this month.
Two new·
hurts us.. ;. .' ...,'"
. ' "',
, CeCelia C Ibson: .
issues will be presented . that are
,Fourth, I was neither surprised
Peter Most
similar to issues that will be
nor bitter about the recent poll
Sall~ Weinbrom
. decided by the Supreme. Court in
which failed to rank the NLC in
Editors
.
two Oklahoma death, penalty
the top 20. As a quick check or
David Koman :'.,
·.caSes(Maynard v.Cartwright ana
the ADVOCATE's files would
Production Editor
Thompson.
v;,
Oklahoma):
show, I have written before to
Bill Koch
'
(l )whether
~irginia's ~. d~ath
point out. that we 'have never
Business Manager
penalty.statute.
JsunconstltutIon-:,'
ranked in the toi> 20 in the many
Kenneth W. Brothers
ly .,vagueanp(2)wh~ther
a1
~he··
~
surveys
which .have b~en. d9ne
STA
.fight .to a, faIr tnal. IS dented,
; over, the' years' -,.. despIte claIms
when' 'a
series of gruesome
by some that. we . are on the
The Advocate is published bi-weekly by ·the stu'dentsof the .'
photographs,
of,.
the
vIctim.
is',
..
'
verge of being recognized as a
National Law Center at George Washington University ... Its offices
are located on the third floor of Burns Library, 716 20th Street,
admitted at trial.' , "
.. . • ;
~'top 10" law school.
"
~
. N.W., Washington, D.C., 2005~. The views ~xp~essed herein do not
.... I request all law students and '. . My purpose in writing 'was to
. necessanly reflect the VIeWSof the edItonal board, the.' .,.
faculty to write. or call Governor
i'suggest. that there . has to be
National Law Center or George Washington University. The
Gerald .Baliles :immediately to';
more than hype or hope,i( we
,Advocate will consider for publication all articles, letters,
urge hIm
to commute Earl
are 'to.;
make a 'SIgnIfIcant
cartoons or opinion pieces submitted by the Thursda.Y .~.,
panton's 'death sentence and to .'
improvement as a law school, as
before publication. All text should be typed and SIGNED .. '
10 . th.e .. altern.ative,
stay his
to make two simple and relatively.
executIon pendmgthe . Supreme
modest' suggestions which·' co'ula
~ourt'sdecisionon
.' the two
be implemented" now without
.,Issues'related to his case:
'"
I
'further delay, added ex{'ense, etc,
'The Hon.. Gerald Baliles' .:"
, Another 'simple suggestIon would
Stllte Capitol.
'.
. '"
be to adopt and enforce clear
, - ~.,:..
RIchmond, VA 23219
standards. governing
unethical
(804)786-'2211'
.
conduct, particularly concerning
Tuesday, January. 19, 1988
rampant cheating on exams. But,
Monday, February I, 1988
J()n Katz
if we-can't even solve the easy
Tuesday, February 16, 1988
Monday,February 29} 1988
. ,. Go To.Page 9, Col. 1
Monday, March 21, 988
,.~ ~~
.'
Monday, April 4, 1988

or
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-The Advocat_e Tuesday,

'

by Elizabeth

- t - ~

MacGregor'

In recent weeks, muchconsternation
has :.fallen
upon
the
collective
brow .. of .the'NLC
community.
The cause, as all
know by now, was our disastrous
fall from grace at the hands of
that. venerable publication,
u.s.:
Ne.lvs, and .World Reports, whjch
failed to rank us 10 the gl1t-'
edged, ivy-covered list.o.f top 20
law schools.
' ,'.
.',
.
Since
that,
ill':' fated. , .issue,
numerous
concerned
•faculty
members,
administrators
-and
students
have taken
it upon
.themselves to propose solutions
to our school-rank problem. ,.Two"
have ". been
among .the . most
visible.
One proposal, published
in this. very paper by a noted, or
at least noteworthy,
profes~or,

OPINION
wou Id assure' that all ' f acuity
members have window offices.
Anotber', by a sadly defeated
candidate for. SBA· second year
~ rep.. running on the "That's $,
baby" platform, is. more expansive:
provide grants '. for law
firms hiring pW first. years as
summer assocIate. si. provide cash
awards. and. free riousing to ..top
students; stop minority recruitment and scrap loan forgiveness.
While, these
proposals,
and
others that have been bantered
about, have been quite good,they
Just don't go 'far . enough. '.'.We
mustcome up with a plan a. little
more,_,drastic
to increase
the.
dollar value. of the diploma of
that ,beleaguered .. would-be SBA
rep in time for nis.graduation
in
two. years. My proposal1 though
modest .in. <fo~J}1,.woulo,surely
meet', ,with ,'success,
:io'the.,
requisite time· fnime.'>
", ..'
First, we must closely':analyie'
t1\e problems at theNLCthat
seem' to be dragging down our'

,.;:;

",.:

'

.....

' -

'., , '~

'.'"

academic reputation.
W~ must be
honest with-ourselves .: The real
problem, the source of' all ..our
shame . the thing separating
us
from Harvard, Yale and Chicagot
IS.. the stunning
lack ofblIna
ambition
on. thevpart
of some
(many?) members of our student
and faculty. population.'
. This
explains
why
some'. 'students'
voluntarily'
.aspire
to ...•public,
interest jobs, don't make 'the top
ten percent and accept the NLC's
fate behind Georgetown.
It also
explains
why
some
faculty
members
don't.
publish
more'
frequently,
don't consult on the
outside more, and are, for all
outward
appearances,'
content
with non-window off'ices.:
. My propos ..al is the only one Of
ItS kind:
It treats -. the
real
problem, not just the symptoms.
The problem' is, bad students and
faculty.. .' The solution:
purge
h
I
d
II
f
ourse ves ·gra
ua y. or t ese
underachievers,
thus
devoting
more
attennon.v money.. and
valuable educational resources to
the truly deserving top students'
who can continue.
with their
education rat .the
(new
and
improved) NLC.'
:
Implementation
of the' program
will be quite simple for students;
At the end of each semester,
after all grade point averages
.have been calculated,
determine
the "numerical
ranking of each
student
in each class.
Then
. simply expel all students falling
below
the
fiftieth
percentile:
Continue
this.
process
each
semester until' graduation.
. Of'
course, ';the graduating class will
be only one-thirty-second
the
size of the incomingc1ass1 but it
will thus be assured
tnat all
bearing theNLC
J.D, are' the·',
highest calibre :lawyer;,';~ ,J.. .
"Sub-s,tandard
faculty' mem.bers
. are' a somewhat
m~m~, . trIcky'
matter, but the. proposal makes
provision for: them, !?y implemept- Ing a bold, InnovatIve evaluatton
I

.

technique.
Each professor "at'
,
the end of each semester, will' be.
required. to .take a. final. examina ..
tion in their discipline (Property,
Con :Law Intellectual
Property,
by Sally Weinbrom
etc.).
hese, exams will be
devised, administered, and graded
irecently:-had
an argument
by proressors ·from .the very top,
with a male friend over the merit
law, schools that we seek to
of •a particular character's action
emulate' --Harvard,
Michigan,
in . an episode of the show 30
Virginia,
NYU. -: The same
Somethill/[.
For. those of you •
procedure that applies to students
who don t watch TV, 30 Somethwill be used to eliminate the
i!lg is a depiction of the yuppie
professors' scoring in thoe lower
lifestyle.
'
half on these exams.
In one episode, Gary, the only
. The.
proposal
has'
many
never
married
single
malefavorable side effects.
While on
character
on the
show, can't
its face
it only appears
to
commit to his new girlfriend of6
eliminate
.., the
academically
weeks, Eve. He decides he loves
unsound, ...it also has the affect of
her only after
sleeping
with
removing those lacking the key
someone
else in a one-night
attribute of a top 20 grad -- the
stand.
aforementioned
blind ambition.
Problem
is, Eve is hyperOnly those with both brilliant
sensitive about her dates sleeping
legal minds and slavish devotion
with others while dating her. We
to study will be able to make the
don't know if Gary knows that
grueling, . repeated. cuts.
As the
before he . tumbles with woman
unsuccessful
SBA,. candidate
so
"X" but he sure knows shortly
f
thereafter.
succinctly put it, "The ear of
When she finds out from a "
competitiveness
is the fear of
third, party. (he can't tell her)
success."
.
·'..,·Furthermore, after implementashe dum,p,s him in theatrical
tion of this proposal the reforms
fashion.
You almost fell in love
with me," she says as she drives
m"y distinguished colleagues have
. away. Pedalling (per bike) madly
offered
will
be unnecessary.
after her he shouts, "I did.
I
Newer, more ambitious faculty
did," only after she is well out
members will be able to take
of ear shot.·
'
over
the window
offices
of
In discussing
the show
my
erstwhile faculty members who
did not make the grade.' Loan
friend and I reached different
forgiveness
and i-bribes -- the
aforementioned
plan
of that
defeated first year -'- ah, grants,
to firms
will be unnecessary
because our grads, having been
conclusions.
I thought Eve was
culled to be the most cut-throat
well rid of the loser. After all, .
and ambitious lawyers that money
he was over thirty, old enough to
can buy, will not be interested in
have had the guts to say the "c"
that '" pansy
lOW-Raying public
word~ commitment,' to her face.
Interestlawand
WIll be emmentSleepIng with . someone . else as
·ly . preiiared fo'i"major law firm""" . affirmation 'of' his 'love "for 'Eve
practice. We won't need minority':
struck me as. a dangerous test"
recruitment,
because the kind of'
since"if scx' with Eve got boring
minorities that we seek to have
laterO"j' he could alwaY.:s justifY.:
.Go To Page 6, Col. 3 .,
extfa-re ationship
"testing" . of
theIr bond.
.
..

Everything you Ever Wanted to. KnowAbout.MootCourt.
6Y Da~ldB.Shar~e>":";
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The "C'" Word:'
No, Big Deal?

How. To Make the~.LC,~,acTop:.,20, School
.

February

"

t

Valentines Day

hi~~:;~~r;:,~~~ftoigmrt

~~n~o~fJ

Winearl~
sympathy: for'your'
own facts, the record, and all
. ftih~g~cr~~:t:~iv~ry
~~~k~~~i~g'
client's cause •.. It is Important to
relevant authority. ease your m.ind .
effectuate
his
non-commItted
introduce
opposing: counsel
at
and lighten: your burden?
No.~
status. Why, I asked was he so
".First' year· student~"like ~.l1l.nySelf
this timeas.well.
; Petitioners
Nothing breaks the ice l.ike nose
scared?
In comparison
to her
are. In themaws.of
Moot Court
, ("amicus,
peristalsis'"
in
legal
glasses.
The court WIll often'
determination'
to ,make
the
preparation
this 'time of· year.
'parlance), Introduce; the .respon-abandon
those;.difficult
questions
relationship. me~n s9mething ..or
To ease the. anxie!y . of ....•oral
dents' as "the guys .in the white
in light· of '. your' obvious good
be done .. WIth It, . hIS stumblIng
argument, .the Moot ,Court Board
hats."
Set tbe· tone of the
nature..
over a word just made him look
gave a . presentation
Thursday
argument through judicious use of
Time' will have elapsed sooner
like a wienie.
.
night consisting of two videotathe word "dude." Be sure not to
than.
seemingly
possible.
. My friend, on the other hand,
pes.and.some
lecture material.
reserve
time 'for
rebuttal
as
'TraditionallY-,
the
government
thought Eve had screwed Gary
, The affaIr .was most helpful. and
.petitioners never win anyway. '
keeps time for both SIdes. We'll
over. After all, he pointed out,
,insightful " for those in atten.,.
> Recitation
of the facts comes
let r.0u know when time is up.
it was unreasonable
of Eve to
dance. For those who' missed it,
next' for the luckless petitioner.
Don t attempt to continue after
require fidelity after a mere six
like my opponent, the' following
The judges have already. heard
we raise the flag.
Stop talking
weeks. Why was she so unbendare some highlights culled from
the facts ad nauseam, so they'll
(even if in mid-:-sentenceanswer
'
ing when he was really making a
the Board's recommendations
and
appreciate
counsel's
candor' in
to a' 'judge's
query),
turn to
breakthrough?
.
knowledge gleaned from a learned
livening
up :droll
prose,. with
opposing '. counsels'
table,
and
. We sat there staring at each
third ye;u. student' and' a. guy
spur,ious
profanity
and
free
bow. Humility to one's opponent
other) frustrated.
named Vmny.
. .
associations.
References
to
is recognized as a sign of respect
. ThIS discussion brought home
Seats in the courtroom .. are
~. immaterialkscatological
detail will
for the court. . .....'..
"
tome
,how different
each sex
assigned on a first-come,
firstput a twin .le in any judge's eye.
With these tips in mind~ the
views the "c" word. At the risk
served, festival-type arrangement.
Furthermore
it is traditional and
argument
will proceed
10
a
of unfair generalizations (send all
,This
means that early .•
_counsel
polite to j's ant one's •.facts, as
manner not inconsistent with the
cards and letters to The Advogets
the
lectern;'
Earliest
much toward the' other 'side as
hoary traditions
of the court.
cate) I. reached two conclusions:
arriyals get .thebig,black·
comfy
possible.' Judge's appreciate good
Remember, the superior advocate
I) Men view the word commitchaIrs
facmg
tlie courtroom.
sportsmanship
as well as good
keeps a clear head and ,a sense
ment so seriously and concretely.
L.ater,'-arr,ivals get.- the desks to
advocacy.
.' " ..'
. ..
'
of humor' towards the proceedthat
it terrorizes
them
and'
eIther
SIde of
the .podium, \
Next comes the heart of the
ings, the bench, and the personal
affects their behavior; 2) This
?fthough arguably. the best seats
event: the' argument..
A good
lioerties of one's' own client.· An
terror'
causes
them '.to
act
. 10 the house are 10 the gallery.·
"road 'map'" to y'our discourse
early
concession:
to
one's
bizarrely once they have made a
T~e ord,er that the. arguments
insure'g a coherent
plea.
. Give
opponent
relieves much of the
commitment.
,.
..'"
~11 . be ..presented
ndes on the
copiesio
all involved officersoC
courtroom
tension.'
Don't be
Before all the males-iri'
the
outcome of three rounds of prethe court well, in .. advance
to
intimidated
by respondents'
use
NLC start collectively
howling,
hearing:
rock':'paper-scissors.
minimize friction with opposing
of three':dimensional
holog,raphic
hear me out.
Remember, counsellors, three -ties
coun~eI and. aid the. judges in
video animation
and projection
Point 1
,
/
result in~ "goocher": immediate
framIng hard-to-answer,
probing
-screen television..
Ignore the
I don't actually use the word
summary Judgment
for.respondents .. "
"
. .
questions.- Certificates of DepOSIt
fact
that··the
JudgIng
panel'
"commitment"
in my ordinary
make handy embellishments.
to
shares a .common blooaline or
. romantic affairs.
In the past,
, Introductions
are an important
copies of the ."map." .'
R.ayroll with
the other
side;
this has translated into a problem
part· of t~e oral argument."
The
Judges
WIll try
to
throw
Treat . your
own research
as
with how to define my man of
mtro penod Isa tIme to 1Otroduce yourself and your co-counsel
c9unsel off with guestions about
0RPosin~ counsel's.
And abov.e
the. moment.
He's not really a
Cited cases or references
to the'
a I, don t stay up- too late the
boyfriend but he's more than a
and to make' that; pitch •.•for a
responpents' . ~uperior .logic and.
night before. ' We d hate to see a
guy I know . .usually, I settle for
judicial clerkship.
Use' of an
exaggerated
foreign:.-" accent: will'
reasonmg.
,Will mastery of your
sloppy performance.
tb'i /" inCl .... ,,\ ct.il":'~
Go To Page 12, Col. 1
<'
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The Insiders Guide/To The .1L·Sulnme~,·~o'b'Sear~h
1

lly

Lisa Fede;ici

; Are you one of those first
~years who STILL doesn't have a
iob lined up for this summer?
Do you feel like you don't even
have a clue as to where to startlooking?
Feeling like, you've
totally missed the boat?
If
you're aIL
who cringes a little
every' time you see a classmate
wearing a suit to contracts .at
9:00 a.m. then this article is for
you.
'
.
. Something
a
little . strange
happens to the first year class
right
after
Christmas
break.
/' Round
about January,
people
begin to carry resumes instead of
civ pro books, and there are
more ties than diet cokes in the
morning classes. While it seems
-that
a certain
minority
have
found the magic key to job
search strategy, most first years
need a bit of guidance to, start
their search on the right track.
, A common complaint
among
first years is that they f~el
orphaned by the COO, cast adrift
to flounder in a sea of ignorance
during fall semester,
which is
when many firms are accepting
resumes
for
the'
precious,
seemingly few summer associate
positions available to 1Ls. Many
ILs feel that the COO down plays
the first semester
job search
process
by
providing
little
lnformatlon on the subject until
January.
: Most big firms begin receiving
resumes from lLs for summer
positions as early as November.
Unless this is specifically pointed
out to them, most ILs will not
begin sending out resumes until
January.
In many cases, according to firm hiring coordinators,
that is too late.
.
" Of course, the COO is lite-rally
swamped during fall term with
the second, third and fourth year
interviewing
process.
With a
small staff and limited facilities,
if there is one group which the
COO may p'ut off until a little
later, it .wIll be the first yearclass.
Nevertheless,
the COO is a
Rood startina
place for, investlgatingall
JOo search options.
For example Andrea from the
COO advises first years to pursue
avenues other than big firms,
such as interning with a judge.
She points out that internshIp.s
offer legal experience that wJll
pe valuable' in the second year
" Job search.
"
"
But, if you are really' interested'
in a firm job, there are' some
important steps to take.'
Jane
Hruska, Hiring Coordinator
for
Sutherland, Asbill and Brennan (a'

'BIG firm for those wh; aren't in
, 'the know), advises, first years to
apply no earlier than November,
but definitely
not later jhan
January.
Because D.C." IS a
popular area in .which to' work
during the summer, students who
go to school m other cutes are
, competing'
with
D.C.
area
students for the limited number
of positions available.
' These
students from out of town often
mail
out
their
resumes,
in
November and are available, for
interviews' during. their Christmas
breaks.
What this means IS that '.,
first years in, the D.C. area who
want to work in big firms have
to formulate
their job search
'strategy' early, and be well into
it by the time finals roll around
in December.
Juli Johnson,
Hiring, Coordinator at the D.C. branch office
of Hale and Dorr, points out that
the National Association of Law
Placement has set December 15th
as a date before which firms are
not supposed tor'actively' recruit"
first year law students.
This is
probably
designed
to
allow
students to become acclimated to
law school, before they begin the
frantic summer job search. Even
if the .interviews cannot begin
until mid-December,
however, it
is still advantageous
to submit
your resume early if you are
striving for a position at a big
firm.
Branch offices such as Hale
and Dorr are significantly smaller
than
the
large
firms,
and
therefore
their
hiring
process
differs a bit. According to Ms.
Johnson, Hale and Dorr does not .
begin looking at 1L resumes until
December
15th,
and
begins
interviewing in January. At. Hale
and
Dorr,
I L resumes - are
reviewed in their entirety --no
one factor carries more weigh] in
, the determination of who WIll be invited to interview.
The firm
. notes where you received your
'"' undergraduate
degree,
what
extra-currIcular
actIVItieS you'
have illustrated a commitment to,
and -- of course -- your prior
legal work experience.
'
, While ,a ' large 'firin
such as
Sutherla'nd, Asbill and Brennan
obviously weighs all factors in
reviewing. resumes, Ms., Hruska
stressed that the undergraduate
. school and gradt: point average
are weighed heavtly. The reason
for this' is that most first 'years
_ do not have any law school
grades available at the, time of
,the interviewt·therefore,
the only
academic
in ormation that, the
firm can weigh must come from
the
undergraduate
years.
However, 'as
with the smaller

cynicism was fueled by:<nut'ribrous
second year' friends who continually told me that this was "just a line", and that the firms
were trying to be polite while
rejecting' me).
Ms. Hruska said
that normally, Sutherland, Asbill
and Brennan hires about fifteen
,second
year students and about
seven first year students.
This
is the first year in a very long
time that the firm will have no
first year students in its summer"
aSSOCIate program. ' The reason
for this' is tfiat, while the firm
only wanted fifteen second. years,
twenty-two
accepted offers with
Sutherland' -- effectively
eliminating the sevenjiositions-slated
for ILs.-·
"
Another -factor. that, shrinks the.
D.C. job-market
for lLs is that
firms often use their 1L .positions
to recruit 2Ls for the following
year.
If a ; firm generally has
difficultyattracting
'ILs from, for
example,
Berkeley,
they
will
recruit heavily among Berkeley
first years' WIth the, hope that
.the
firm
will
become
more
-popular at that campus.
Ob-,
viously GW and any other D.C.
law schools do not rank among
the schools where
D.C. ,firms
have difficulty
recruiting."
In
this
instance,
attendlng". law
school in D.C. can put ILs at a
disadvantage for the summer job
. market. _
.
On the positive side, there are
numerous other options for lLs
: besides working at a firm -- and
many of them are paid positions.
As already rmentioned,
clerking
'for
a judge
provides
.great
experience and looks pretty good
on a resurne : too..
Insurance
companies,
trade:'
associations
(ABA, unions,
Home Builder's
Association) .. , publishing
comparues, hospltals c-vall have legal
'departments'
that generallyvhire
law clerks for the summer. ,If
,you
are interested'
in' banking
law call up some banks and· see
if they have in-house counseI.lf
not, ask them: who their retained
counsel, is and' call them directly.
If real estate -law intrigues you,
call. up some re~1 t:stateor:gamzatlons
' and mquue
about
summer legal positions.,
. .' Other options include state and
local government
(police departments, .etc;), working on' the Hill
(most o( these jobs are. volunteer
mternshlps),
or workmg, as a
research assistant to a professor.
,As Suzanne Alexander says, there
-ate jobs out there,·:and
'"every
first year who perseveres will get
a job for this summer;

firms,
no ,'single
factor'
is
, disproportionately
weighed during
the reVIeW.
Both
Hale
and
Dorr
and
Sutherland,'
Asbill and Brennan
mentioned that they look for a
/ <!emonstrated;
commitment,
.or
link,
to, the D.C. area when
deciding
who to intetview
for
summer associate positions. ' Most
firms
utilize
their
summer
programs as a recruitment tool to
add new attorneys to the firm.
It is therefore
logical that they
, would
be more interested
in
offering a summer position to a
student who plans to remain in
the D.G. area, than to a student
who has no ties here and intends
to
return
to
California
or
Michigan upon graduation .."
The place' to highlight. such a
commitment is, of course.rin the
cover letter.
Ms. Johnson feels
that
the cover
letter
is an
extremely important
tool, which
helps to define who best fits the
needs of the firm.
It isa
chance to be more than statistics
on paper; and those who let their
personality shine through stand a
better' chance of being invited to
interview than those who use the
same
stock, phrases
that
are
found
in - every generic
cover
letter.
."
/'
As Suzanne Alexander
fromCDO says, "Be creative.
You
don't
know how many cover
letters, I see with the sentence '1
have developed
the ability' to"
communicate
effectively,
to
organize efficiently,· and to think, '
crjtically'."
That sentence was·
lifted directly' off of the COO
handout,
on
cover
letters.
Obviously, if a potential employer,
sees this same sentence on every
'cover letter from a first year law
student at GW, the sentence loses
all credibility. "
,,"Hale and Doer's Juli Johnson
feels that the cover, letter is the
most
important,
part
of -the
application -- ,it keys her in to",
the student's personality, and lets
,her know if the student is '.,truly
interested in the firm."
'
Unfortunately,
the job market
for
first
year
law
students
appears to be at an all-time low'
thiS year.,
Many .students have
remarked that they have received
numerous
rejection
letters that
say something
like "while we
were quite impressed with your
qualifications,
our recruitment of
second
year students
was so
successful ~his. year thaf we ,are,
,unable to !nvlte. any.fust;;.rear
,:
students, tomtervIew, wIth us.'" ',,; ,
Having !e~eived more than my·
share of SImIlarly phrased letters, ,
I asked Ms. HrUSKa if there, was
any truth to this contention (My
'e'

v

Petitioning for-Grad Housing
by Elizabeth

MacGregor

It is possible that law students
and other graduate students will
be able to live in, university
p.ro~ided housip.g in two years.,.By
sIgnmg a petItIon on the fIrst
floor of Stockton Hall today, you
ca~ ex{>ress you~ ~uppqrt to the
umverslty
admmlstratlon
that
they reserve the university's most
recently acquired housing unit for
graduate students."
The Schenley Building, which.
will house one hundred students
when the lease expires in- two
years, has not been designated
for undergraduate housing. Since
there are currently thirteen oncampus
residence
halls
for
undergraduate
students and none
for graduate students, and it is
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expected that the undergraduate
population
will
not
mcrease
greatly in the future, the George
Washington
University,. Student
Association
(GWUSA)
Senate
recently
passed" a
resolution
calling upon the administration to
reserye the building for graduate
housmg.
The resolution
will· be IJresented this week to GW Presioent
L1oy~' EJlipt,
together
with
petitions
WIth more than one
thousand
signatures.
Chris
Crowley, GWUSA Executive Vice
President
and
Presidential
candidate, one. of t~e co-sponsors
of .tl]e resqlutlOn ... IS headmg the
p.etItlOn dnve.
He hopes to get
SIgnatures from
undergraduate
graduate,
medical
. and
law
students.

~_,#'w.tl"",,,,,,,_,""-"""""'-' _ .........,..,*,....,,,,. ..-;s;..t_"#.JI.:'-'1I'

- Bill Koch, Graduate Senator-atLarge and another co-sponsor of
the resolution,
is hopeful about
the resolution's
success and its
Impact on the law school., "One
major detraction for the NLC isthe high cost of housing
in
Washington: .. By providing
at
least a m1DlmUm - amount
of
housing
for
'incoming
law
students, the NLC will be;able to
recruit a more diverse and wellIT d
d
b d
g~a 1 Ie stu ent 0 y. Although
It s .not 'much,
it's 'at least a
st1ft."~ou would lik~ to sign the
petition, a booth WIll be set up
,on the first floor of Stockton
Hall today. If you are unable to
do . ~o today, please sign the
petItIon on the SBA door before
Thursday, February 18 1988.
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save your breath.
Plant a ~ to make more oxygen.

Gl·Ve a hoo't.
Don't pO11u t e.
.
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JEwISH"LAWSTUDENTS

,The 'National .Conference

Tuesday,

CO~ERENCE

is sponsoiedbYih'e

B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundation'

Israel At40:Assessing The Dream
March '4-6,1988
Hosted by the National Law Center and the Hillel
Jewish Center of the. George Washington University,
.

..

'.f

•

, Topics Include:

Speakers Include:
Hon. Benjamin Natanyahu *
Israeli Ambassador to the UN

- Dream v, Reality:
American Jews and Zionism
The Peace Process and the
Palestinian Conflict

Hon. Moshe Arad *
Israeli Ambassador

- .International Law and the
- We,st Bank and Gaza

- Hon. Miriam Na'or
Israeli Trial Judge.

- Legal Solutions to Terrorism

- Prof. Amos Shapira,Former
Dean
Tel Aviv Univ. Law School

to the US

Dr. Aaron Miller, Middle ,East Expert
. United States .Department of 'State-- Mohammed. Daroushe
Legacy,
.International
,
"

.,

Registration
fee of $54.00 includes Friday night Sabbath dinner,
Saturday breakfast, Saturday lunch, Sunday breakfast, Sunday lunch,
and all conference materials and sessions. JLSA will reimburse GW
students
for' part
of . the registration
fee, the amount' of
reimbursement will be at least $10.00 to $20:00, ".

-c

r_

- LeonardFein,Author.
" Former Editor, Moment. magazine
-Irwin

Cotler, Esq., President
Canadian Jewish Congress

-NathanLewin,
Esq., Former Asst to
the Solicitor General of the US

* Attendance
T~ .Register for .the Conference, send the form
check payable to "NJLSN Conference;" tot:

is not yet confirmed.

below and a $54.00'
'f

Ms. Einat Avni
National Jewish Law Students Network
, c/o B'nai B'ritli Hillel Foundation
1640 Rhode Island Avenue. NW
Washington. DC 20036
/'

For more information,
276-7138.

call Debbie Ornstein at fw)

857-6684 or (h)
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Enclosed is my Conference Registration Fee of $54.00 (Makechecks payable.to r.JJLSN Conference).
:J Check here if you would like a kosher meal on Saturday night (March 5) at~llel.
~.
_.
. .
Add $12.00 to your re2istration fee check. (There are no kosher restaurants 10 Washirtgton. D.C.).
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"The
Loan' Forgiveness
Task
'From Page 1
Force presented a proposal.of the
hi h
id f
th e
Loan'
Repayment
Assistance
proposa I w IC provi es or ~e
Program to t.he Dean. in . .mid14 week semesters' (Fall, Spring
January. Copies were distributed
and Summer terms).
rtowever
to all full time faculty members.
the Dienes- Transgrud
proposal
Adjunct
faculty members were
would place fall semester exams
sent
letters
regarding
the
after Christmas break,
Spring
proposal.
Two copies of the
semester would begm. one. week
p'roposal are. on reserv.e
10 the
later with exams falling 10 late
library, one 10 the clinic and one
May' Summer semester would
in the fifth floor faculty lounge.
begIn immediately thereafter and
In about two or three weeks the
last for nine weeks rather than.
Task Force will be having an
the current 6 1/2 weeks. . The
informational session for students
plan also calls for one week,
to ask questions.
break in late October to provide
Before spring break a' group
for interviewing and "catch-up."
will meet with the Dean to
Professors DIenes and Transdiscuss the proposal,
and the
grud claim that their plan would.
proposal. is scheduled·
to be
extend fall exam period suffi-'
discussed
at the next faculty
ciently so as not to interfere
meeting. The Task Force IS very
with student holiday celebrations,
eager to get a decision from the
while
also
remedYlOgt:xam
faculty and administration
before
crunch.
Nor, do they believe,
the summer so that the pilot
will .the .tater. sprrng schedule
. program can be implemented next,
conf'lict with student summer Job
'fall.'
.
commitments, . Further, summer
The
proposal
has
received
semester will be greatly enhanced
widespread
support
throughout
by . spreadjng it over a longer
the law school community.
The
period of time,
'SBA
has formally.
passed
a
Currently Yale and New York
resolution supporting the program
La~ School test students after
and urging the Administration
to
Cht:Jstm~s.
Boston University,
implement
it. Faculty members
California, C.hlc51go, Georgetownj
have also been supportive of the
Harvard,
MIchIgan, Texas ana
proposal. '..'
. '.''. ." . .
..
UC.LA all ,test students before the
Students or faculty . who have
holidays.
'questions
about the proposal may
Although;
there
are
two
contact Dave Wolf at 466-3030
comprehenSIve prop'osals (;>0 the
during the day or 671- 7034 at
table, the subcommIttee wIll also
n 'ght
'
consider
other
options,
to
_1__
•
,;;...;,,_""=
_
include:
Saturday examinations;
more reading
days where no
classes or exams are scheduled;
From Page 1
and a longer exam period witli
exams
scheduled
on alternate
vote.
In last year's election
days only.
nearly .half the school voted.
All proposals will be discussed
Former
SBA, President . Quinn
by .the subcommittee in coming
believes
the
lackluster.
voter
weeks.
Students are encouraged
turnout this year was due in part
to contact their'student
repreto a lower turnout amongmght
sentatives
on the' Curriculum
students, as well.,as the fact that
Committee
and the' SBA with
there
were
more
unopposed
suggestions
and input
on: the
positions this year.
All third
issue.
..'
,"
year representatives
and night
students ran unopposed, unprecedented for an NLC election.
\President
Arden' has already
From Page l'
begun filling positions in his new
themselves to public interest or
. administration.
Arden appointed
Darryl Steinberg the new' SBA
public service work.
It is'- for
treasurer,
while David Buchen
this reason that the forgiveness
was
named
the
new
social
component
does not begin . to,
director.
Arden
is presently
operate until the. graduate has
considering
individuals
for the
demonstrated
a commitment
to
offices of· SBA executive
vice'
work in the public interest..
president; secretary and minority
The fundlOg sources for the
affairs aavocate.
.
loan assistance program
would
come from alumni foundations
The
new
administration
is
law firms1 bar associations and'
formulating
its goals for the
the Dean s discretionary
fund.
coming year. Arden said high on
The Loan Forgiveness Task Force
the new administration's
hst is
has not
proposed
an
exact
'''getting
the SBA more visible.
determination
for the allocation
We want to run more events-of funds, as that would be a
social events
fund raisers for
discretionary
matter
of
the
various
student
organizations,
school administration.
and, generally, we'd like to get
The Loan Forgiveness
Task
the student body more excited
Force . has suggested .that the
about
being
a part
of the
NLC implement a pilot project to
schooL"
determine the feasibility of the
"I plan 'on .working closely with
program. They would simply take
the faculty.
And, more impora control group and then see how
tantl)',
I plan .on
forcefully
much the costs would be.' Once
vocalizing
student
concerns
at
the' pilot program' has. proven to
faculty meetings," Arden said.
be successful, the plan could be
Arden listed among. his major
made retroactive
for ·as many
'focus
areas a plan. to fight a
classes as· the administrators
of
curriculum . charige
which 'is
the program decide. " .
presently
before
the
faculty
for
'. The loan forgiveness program
.
their
consideration.
The
proposal
IOtends to both
enable
and
before the faculty is to hold first
encourage students who wish. to
semester final examinations after
pursue. a career in the . public
Christmas vacation.
Arden plans
mterest to' do so, even if they
to mobilize the SBA against such
have large debts. It is believed
~ plan, stating that, "Through t:Dy
that many students who would
IOformal
conversatIons·
WJth
otherwise
work in the public
students
I
believe
that
most
servic:e take jobs .with large firms
students are' opposed to such a
or WIth corporatJOns because of
plan." '. '
.
t~e debts· accumulated
by the
Arden also. has plans to' create'
tIme they graduate.
Polls taken
a .l11i.nority affairs pqsition,' an
show that a fairly large peraddItIon to the' SBA 10 an area
centage
(96%) of first
year
which . he . believes
deserves
students would be interested In a
'special attention.
Furthermore
pu~li.c~.ervice or public interest
Arden plans '.on working -closely
pOSItIon; however, only a tiny
With Paul Henry and the rest of

SBA.(Cont'd)

Loans .(Cont'd) .

)

.~

the' SBAboard
on fashioning a
greater relationship 'between
the
SBA and school alumni.
'.
Vice President Henry, contacted
to comment on the election, said,
"It was a tough race, and, quite
,frankly,
I ran
against
two
\ qualified candidates.
I guess I'd
just like to thank all the people
who supported
me during the
election.
I plan on proving that
their trust and support was well
placed."
.

t,

Top 20 (Cont'd)
, From Page 3
'
'",
as GW students, those rugged individualists who want to nsk Six
shots at ..expulsion just to bear
the
GW - J.D., ..'. WIll naturally
gravitate
toward. our program.
Cash awards and free housing,
which cost BIG BUCKS, will not
be needed to reward top students.'
The
opportunlty
to
continue in the' J.D. .program is
reward enough;
.,,'
Furthermore,
ethics, values and
other excuses that people make
for failing to be successful will
become extinct.
The Power of
Self-interest,
another
campaign
slogan
of our defeated
SBA
candidate (and I might point out,
the key attrib.u.te of a successful
lawyer)h' will drive those who
enter t e work force from the
NLC ...
Professional
responsibility
will',
need not be taught at the NLC in'
the future.
The NLC grad will
not be hampered
by rules and
codes of ethics. just drive for

the-gold.'
Teachers
in the
" discipline
can
therefore
be
assigned to teach an experimental
. course on how to trade with
insider information..
,
Some of you' tender-hearted
readers may be feeling concern
for the unfortunates cut from the
. NLC program. Really, your fears
should
be
dismissed.·
The,
expulsions
are really for' their
own good -- they never would
~have .' made.
truly
successful,
highly paid lawyers.
Thus they
, never would have brought respect
to the NLC, and
worse
we
would never make the top 20.
.... While many respected lawyers
, from top 20 schools may attribute/
their
professional
success,
no
matter" how highly paid or how
powerful
they
may
be;
to
personal
satisfaction
with' their
life, .work and love for the .law,
they are wrong. They only made
it because they competed for it.
And while many top 20 schools
.may attribute their esteem in the
legal
community
to
active,
enthusiastic
faculties
who are
well-respected
in their fields and
love to teach and write, and
students who are eager to learn
the law, treat their colleagues
with respect,
and behave with
the : utmost
ethics,'
they
are
wrong, too.
They only became
top 20 schools
because
they
produced
cut-throat,
amoralistic
grads whose only concern was to
make money, and lots of it., The'
Power of Self-interest
is going to
make GW a top 20 Jaw ,school.
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,GWUSA ELECTIONS·NEXT'WEEK

-

Raffi Terzian

Raffi .'Terzian, 'appointed . by ,
.
,'GWUSA
President Adam Freedman'
make more people aware of 'what
to the' post of GWUSA Vice
by Bill Koch'
GWUSA has to offer.
He has'
President for Student Affairs, is
also dealt with a devisive Senate,
seeking. the top . spot in the
On Febrmiry 23r<1and24th,the .
which accomplished much more"
GWUSA hierarchy.
,A junior,'
entire campus will be voting for
than-vany
previous Senate, but
Terzian has played an active role
offices. in the George Washington
which was also the. forum for
behind-the-scenes in past campus'
universi~
Student, Ass.ociation
much
political
in-fightin~.
elections.
He hopes that his past
(GWUSA, Program Board' and
If . elected,· Crowley's-. past
involvement will allow him. to'
Marvin .enter Governing Board.
experience as the leader of the
manuever his way ,into the
All three. years of the day'
Senate
will
come
in
handy
as'
he
GWUSA Presidency..
..
..
division and all four years of the
attempts
to
pull
the
various
..,As
Vice
President
for
Student
evening division may vote in the
student organizations together.
-Affairs, Terzian has kept abreast'
election, and .voting booths will
..'
.
of actions in the GWUSA Senate
be set up in the law school
.JohriDavid
Morris
"
and
administered a program aimed
building. .'. .' .
.'
..
" ';
".,
at bringing the, students . and
Law. students may vote " for
John David Morris has thrown
administrators of GW Closer. The
GWUSAPresident, VIce President
his hat in the .., ring.
As a
"Town Meeting" program, which
and the .two Law School Senator.
sophomore,he'is
the youngest
allows' students to meet with
positions, as well as positions on
candidate
'.
for
the
GWUSA
administrators, permits students
the Program Board, and Marvin
Presidency ... But he feels he has
to lnquirev-about
University
Center Governing Board .. Delaine'
theexpenence
and dedication to
_policies. and voice their concerns'
Swenson is running unopposed for -, be an effective President, and an
and disagreements over the same.
one law.: school sea1 and the...'
eff~ctiv~President for the entire
He has recently spoken' of a
other IS' vacant. . . I hree can'UnIVer~Ity;.
. -', program entitled .. the "Buddy
didates are running for GWUSA
. Morns~01nts
to hIS year on
System", which would voluntarily
President and three . 'seek to
become Executive Vice 'President, " ~~~. ~eWl~o~ fc,~~i;d~~ttuB~fneg
~~~_~irirg:fi~ritYst~~~~nt i~ith a~
as well.··.
.
"
... upon the positive developments of
' attempt. to. bridge the gap that
The following '''biographies of
the past year while minimizing,
,exists~ithin
the University
the. candidates for these impor-"
the,.,negat,Ivhe'dqutgrowth.s of a
,communIty."
tant . POSItIons . are meant ", to
'Perhaps
the most visibleaspect .
Senate.. ,WIt .oiverse : VIews on,
familiarize Jaw students with the
.numerous campus issues.'
of Terzllin'scampaign is the Tact
candidates. For further informa-:
Of particular -:importance .to -. that he has-announced that he
tion on candidates.. for, other
Morris .. is campus unity. ," In
will run on a ticket with Vice
offices, please see the Hatchet,
talking 'with him, one quickly is
Presidential
candidate
John
-d t·
caught up in his enthusiasm for'
Kessler.'
Kessler
a GWUSA
the. University.
While others
Senator ·.approached'
Terzian
Pre§l en . .... ,
Ch.ris Crowley
'.'
"point to the problems, he points
about the "ticket". idea, and after
,
,
. to the potentIal. By taking thea
month of careful consideration,
Chris Crowley is looking to the
time 'to say hello anft. talk to,'
Terzian
accepted'
,Kessler's
law school to help him in his
people, be they. ,admInIstrators,
'proposal:.
Regardless of any
quest for the GWUSA Presidency.
students
or~' .vISItors to the
progress
TerzIan
may . have
Last year, when Chris.ran for
"campus,Morris has qegun a oneaccomplished' during the past
the position of GWUSAExecutive
,man
campaIgn'. to Improve' the
year~ this announcement will be
Vice President" the .tremendous
'University's Image of itself.
.
the lOCUSof his campaign.
'
law school turnout worked in his ;" But he has other ideas which,
'
.'.,'
,'.
favor as ,he captured a large 'he
would' like to bring to the
' Vice. 'President"
percentage of>theJaw
school
office of the GWUSA President;
.... ·
. votes..
,.'
Such commitment
has been'
, Jon Kessler
, A jurii<;>r,Crowley points tohis
. realized through his establishment
contnbutIOns ··to the Student'
of liThe Freshmen Team", to
The nice' for the positio~ of
AssociatiOn:;:- In the ,past two
represent the ,freshman class in
Executive Vice .President . of
years, he. has been an Underthe' GWUSA Senate, and, the.
GWUSA is proving to bean
graduate Senator-at-Largeand·
"Commission,
on
Fun",
an.
interesting contest. One of the
Executive Vice President. ,', The
.independent and voluntary' group ., reasons is' that ,Jon' Kessler has
latter position gave him . primary
of students and admimstrators'
; decided '.to' tie his election to
responsibility for the running of'
who have been meeting throughthat of a GWUSA presidential
the GWUSA Senate.,'.'.
'. out, the semester to see how the
hopeful, Raffi Terzian.
Crowley's biggest accomplish-'
Umver~itymay be, improved.·.,
Perhaps 'recognizing that he
mentsto
date have been the,
Morns would hke to see the'
has accumulated much political
defeat· of a proposed
two"
GWUSA President 'act . as a
bagg~ge duri.ng the last year, due
percent cut in alll:JniversitY,.:conduitfor
the many· student.
to illS OppOSItIonto much of the
programs announced
I;>y the :., groups, .' bringing
the 'various '. ·.proposed JEC 'reform and his
Umver~ity in the, Fall of ,1987 .
organizations together so that'
. close alignment. with GWUSA.
and' hIS efforts ::to. secure a
. they can work together, rather
President·
Adam
Freedman.
graduate student resident hall.
,than act separately.. .'
Kessler sought out Terzian and
.Healso recently helped spearhead
Ifelectea;
Morns promIses '.to J'
asked Terzian to run as a ticket.
the camQ.us-wide "Organ Donor
be . a positive force, in the
This move will allow Kessler to
Day" on February 8th. ."
.' '.
GWUSA.front-office.
He is not .".. place his name on twice as many
Crowley has established himself
'wedded to any single view.· too
posters and has focused attention
as someone. who ,is genuinely
.strongly to make discussion of
on his campaign.
','
interested in dedicating himself ,opposing
views meaningless. . In
. Kessler, a junior, has served on
to the office of President.
He'
comparISon with past GWUSA
the GWUSA Senate this past year
has met with numerous •ad-PreSIdents
... this may be his most
as a Senator from the Columbian
ministrators and campus groups ' , striking 'dIfference. And his most.
College' of Arts and Sciences and
~th!li~s..l:~a~stL'
.l!e~a~r~il!n..Ja!!Jnwe~f:!f:2o!JrtUt~o~"";"'<
d~I~'s~tiUln~u~is~hl!i.!!n.s..:a!!tJJtr~i.!2b~u~te~.
..Jlu~u.'rWl.iWn~LJtW:Wi~iW:UUl1~
, by Bill Koch, Sally Weinbrom and
.. Elizabeth MacGregor
.'.
;

In TheirOwD 'Words:

Name
Background "
. .'
Campus Offices or other
ship positions held.. .'

'Comm iittee. '. He has expressed
interest in' a wide range 'of
programs, most notably, academic
advising and registration.
And
he eagerly meets with: University.
administrators to dISCUSSIssues
of concern.·
' ..
Kessler's .largest liability' i~ his
staunch support of certain Ideas
over others seemingly based upon
"political"··concerns. If he is to
widen his base.. and appeal to
enough voters to .be . elected,
Kessler must be ready to pledge
himself to unbiased and objective
decision-making. in the role of
GWUSA Execufive Vice President;

"

.
,
Nadeem Malik has announced
,his candidacy for the position of
GWUSAExecutiveVice.President.
A junior, Malik has served on
the GWUSA Senate this past
.year, representing the Engineer109 School, and has been active
,wIthin ,student . groups in .the
. Engineering School. An advocate.
of greater openness' of the Senate
~Ifi~~gSfr:~w~rf06~t:~~ta~~~
.
.various colleges of' the University, Malik hopes to broaden his
base. of.su'pport
beyond the
Engineering School, .'
'.'
.,
. Malik sees the' role' of the
' GWUSA Executive Vice President
as being one of great potential, a
potential
that he dm
best
realize.' He points to his work
on the Senate and says that it is
representative of what he. could
accomplish as Executive' Vice
President,
He ..has sought out
administrators'
and..
faculty
members on a number of issues
in order to better understand' a
problem..
... ".
'
.: One of Malik's biggest assets is'
that.he· ,has,;,not..l5een.a.vocal
partisan in past 'debates within'
. the Senate. . He recognizes that
the Executive Vice President
needs to be able. to be strong
without being biased toward any
particular group; and the EVP
must worR to see that the
individual
Senators
are
not
unduly partisan.
He has witnessed· the negative results which
may result If, students place
pohtical
interests
over . the
mterests of the University.
.

_.'.The foliowing statements are in.

Please list three 'goals you wish
to accomplish through GWUSA. .

President
a. Make the Student
Association more
, representative of the'
student body
Improve the quality of
Student Association pro-'
gramming
,Have a graduate Students,
more involved in the .
Student body as a whole

-

NadeemMalik

Dan Schneider

Dan Schneider wants your
support.
In his quest for the
'Executive. Vice Presidency of'
GWUSA, Schneider understands
that he may be fighting an uphill
battle initIally.
As the lone
"outsider"seeking one of the top
spots, he may start out as the
dark horse.
".
'.
But Schneider quickly points to
his
involvement
with
theResidence Hall Association, the
University spor~s progra~, .and
other campUS-WIde orgamzatIons
:"Go To Page 14, Col. 1
response to a questionnaire The
Advocate
asked each of the
candidates to submit.
The
responses are largely in their
own words
.."
.
..
What' role does the law school,·
J!lay in your plans and CanlIidate's Statement in fifty words,
\'erbatim ..

. How would you accomplish these
.goals?
'.

I would like: to increase
,communications ,between
the
Student Bar Association' through
more direct' contact and less
reliance on, Hatchet adds as a
means of communication. I would
also like to see a Vice-President
for Graduate affairs in the
cabinet
who
actually
does
something.

C;
a.DiversifY'
the 'Stu'dent
Association Cabinet to make it
more
representative
of
the
Student Body.
.'
. . .
, b. Have tile Student Association.
network directly with the' many
Graduate' Organizations, such as
,the SBA, MSSC, MBAA~
: c. Appoint' a Law student as
'the Vice~President for Judicial
Affairs in the Student Association
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Name
'Ple~se
list three goals you' wish
Background
to accomplish through GWUSA. '.
Campus Offices or other leadership positions held.

'What role' d~es' the law .school'
play in .your plans and Candidate:s Statement in fifty words,
' .. verbatim •. c.,
.,'
..
.

President (Cont'd)

, .....Law Students,
as. well 'as
graduate' ..students
overall.. are
currently left out of the Student
.Associations • executive
branch.
As Executive 'Vice- President ,I led
,'the·
Senate.
to
represent
all
students. not justa
select group
of'.
undergraduate
. student
. or.&anizatic;ms~, As President.
I
will .contjnue-vtov'represent
r.the
entire student. body.
...., . ..

Brooklin~ v MA (Dean
Barron's nome town)
a. Executive Vice-President
87-88 .
b. Undergraduate
Senator
-At-Large 86-87
c. Member of Joint Committee of Faculty and
Students 87-88'
d. Member of Racial
Awareness Committee 87
-88
"
.
e. Member of AIDS Task
Force Committee

'.

"':

.

-

"-

!'

~
..-

. 1.
Form a Leadership" Team .
.
.: The law
school' . is . an
1.
To create a more unified
consisting .of the', leaders .
all
untapped resource' of .·knowledge
campus in which no group is left
major campus .' organizations
to
, and experience
thatean
further
out ' .
.
promote communication
between
Peoria. IL
2.
. Lead an active
Student
my. goal ,of" making '.GWthe
them....}
""
...
number -: one
Unlversity..':
. I
Association
that.
helps .. the
2.
Give public speeches and
Undergraduate
';understancr-that
each school is
students communicate
with the
distribute
a monthly. newsletter
enator-At-Large
distinct; .but we ..must. be .able "to
Administration. and expanding the
inform . the .students
about
Chairman. Student
Executive branch to handle the
communicate so that we can work
Activities & Affairs'
GWUSA activities.
.' .. : "
.' together .. ?
needs of all students. graduate or '
.,'
, ,
3. Target those groups who have .'
Comm.
.'.
undergraduate.
'.
.
.'
.
Chairman. Commis'been left out •. especially graduate
...
GWneeds"
a leader '.'that
3. To keep in touch
with
the
students,
'.
.
,
.
sion on Fun
~
ani! act as a leader not
can unify this campus.
. I. John
Joint Food Services
. ~. 4. Remain calm •. cool. and above
Just an officeholder.
Davidv Morr'is; have been doing
Board
.
. all. happy throughout my term tor
that since the day I arrived.
I
Residence Hall
insure a unifjed-studenfgovernintend to' create an open and
Association,
ment andbody.'
",
active Presidency. using the best
and the !?rightest to insure that
no group IS left out..'
.,: .
school:
.
debt'
forgiveness'
in
the'
.'.
Obviously.
each
of
these
goals.
, N
1.' It is time that GWUSA be a
RAFFI TERZIA
'
government for the entire student
Law School.· Career Services in,
.though not specific to the Law
MBA •. academic,advising
in
School; will require the support
hiladelphia; PA
body.
not just
graduates
or
Columbian
College.
-computer
and backing
of law . students.
undergraduates
alone. This does
facilities . in
the
Engineering;
Every law student does not have
resident of Mitchell
~?~iJ:~u~~e e~~~ll~f~~l~~t~~;}h~~
School.; This kind of attention
-to
learn· about everything
that
by the next GWUSA . President._,
bothers the rest of the school.
G~hSA Vice President
constant contact .be maintained
needs to be strong and personal.v:
However. when called upon. the
for Student Affairs
- between GWUSA and the student
3.
The . Law"School
. has an": . SBA has' to be able ' to support
Chairman. Joint Comm. of leaders from each school: . the
career
services> and
them. ,:In' turn. GWUSA and the
Faculty & Students
SBA. MBA Association. Columbian . excellent
recruitment
-program.;
This' ,-: other schools have to be. there in;
Faculty/Student
Comm.
College. Advisory
Council •. SIA
supportofcthe
law students when
on Racial Awareness
Gradu~te
Forum.
Engineers , program' should serve 'as a model
all - the .J other:;' schools.
'thIi'Y.: are ne.edeck
This~ort'.9f.;
Student Orientation Staff Councd and others.
.....
.. " for
graduate and ' undergraduate,- {to 'm~tually "benefiCial:
relatlOnshlJ}
2. As GWUSA asks thelOdlvldual
follow .. As President. I will push:
wtl!truly-serve
the .needs of the
,-school's student
governments . to
the University's
Department .. of
' enttrestudent
.body;
..'.,
.,:;",
contribute to the' whole Student
Student .Affatrs'to
r>rovide the
'
, '
. Association
we have to. give
money to. give each of the school
Candidates'
:··make-:'.·pro'ritis'e~:
something hack. That sometliing
"should· be' support
for
the
a real career services department.
Ability ,to deliver ..distlOguishes
particular'
concerns
of
each
. me.-- ;lworked
With ,tlie administration
to ;end-registration
hassles ;with a new computerized
registration
syste~ ..:· '" L. brought
-Rice. Hall. admmlstrators
'to. the
students
with Town
Meetings •
. Now a· new University.President
p.romises tp li~ten ·.to students'
fust. I'll give hIm an ,earfuL::-

of

JOHN DAVID MORRIS

"~

........

--"."

. ..;.,_,.

~,-,-._~_:

T.'

:'~-,!,"".,.-

.. , "'".

~-_

One's~~p ·to~a~ds··acc6~p;lishing
Obviously. none oLthese goals
t~e first of these goals is v€?ry
can be attalOed without meamngSImple:
the GWUSA Executive
ful and constructive
participation
and Senate~ought',to
guickly.
from law students.
The Student
establish a connection With the
Association
will. have to do a
student governments
of. each.of
better job .',of outreach -to the
the schools: SBA. MBA AssociaSBA to.makethat
possible .. ,
tionl ' SIA' Graduate
Forum.
Engmeer's
Council.
etc.:,
The
" :'The EVP
tog~ide'that
se~ond goal can be achieved only . ,body. not just run its meetings.
WIth tlie efforts
of the "law
... A vigilant,
Senate
can
focus_
school and GWUSA.' But it will
"attention,oil
concerns
,from
have to be a two-sided
effort
.commuter parking to the prohibiThe debt relief fund would be a
tive cost of graCiuate·study.
for
long-term project. but with new, '" the less fortunate.'
. President
grants and gifts"expected
·in the
Trachtenberg
-has invited us·:to
next few years. now is the time
speak UP. and· we ought to give
to begin
by , discussing " the
him an earful.
program with administrators .., ; .

riu~ht:

NADEEM

PASHA MALIK

Fairfax.

VA

SEAS Senator
Engineer's Council Rep.
Member IEEE
Liaison' to ISS and PSA
Dean's List
Honor Societies

1.
Bring' law school tuition
equitable with other GW schools ..
2. .Provide
efficient
graduate
,school housing.
3. Push for ,more creation of law
. school representation in GWUSA.

:. .. ,f,~ ~.. ;

. Law . -sch06l'·
senators .; can
influence
·the,,; issues.
and by
..·creating
more representation
from
thela~
schoob theycan~e
a big
In GW
SA.. ,
.. '.
,: ,,':-:--"~,".I
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,tf'f ~:r!.:,~:-;;~.;~~~=~'x.:'~~:~'.~.:J,
....~", it,1 ~'.
;to>;,1,\ ,.J. ~;,,:-,~~~;~ .'~'-~~;-f~~',
." ..:\~'~,.
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" Overthepast,Year
I have
been'the leader in GWUSA in the
fight for' the right of GWUSA
student 'commumty..
As your
EVP. I' plan· to 'tiring theLa:w
.... ' School its well-deserved
recogni.;.'
tion~-' lwill support the graduate
.'
,'
.. ".... ····housing. career opportumties
and
" .~:-,
,-,; ';'-:~:,'
equita\jlerepres~ntation
.ofthe,
,
," ",.X" ·\>-<~t:;,~i';~~i~~.~.~i
'bf'i., l'~:~_cA",',~J'!',;,"'~,~,_:!-.'''''
~awr. Sehoot'";:.·.",~
f~<~J,':~\'~".t',:'.'.~"'~'.:~~~
.,,}.~~
f~',
i'

,

"."...

By electing me·~~urEVP.
Ican
lead the Senate toward working
~sa unit. the~efore. accomplish109 more for.·· the GW student'':'
booy.,power

~l,

r ~:r~;:i:"

r;:",·"'.,.-~...' ~.~\,~,

Letters (Cont'd)
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From Page 2
prob,lems, what hope have we
makmg real headway on the many:
important . problems mentioned
(and unfortunately soon. to. be
forgotten) in the letters' in the
last issue of the ADVOCATE. . ..'
Finally, Mr. Greenstone. I did
not "attack" our law students, or
imply that they were "parasitic
lepers.".. I simply. pointed out
that in attempting to assess the
quality of, a . school". others
usually look at the. L.S.A.T. and
,O.P.!. of the entering class, and
that those
with
"the best .
numbers" (as it's sometimes put) ,
tend to \ go to law schools witli
the best reputations'
and/or,
financial aid packages .::- areas .
where. the NLC .is unlikely to. be
able to better those schools
already" ranked far above us. It
is also true that a law school's
reputation will' have far moreaffect upon how many . firms .'
interview and make offers to its'
students, and how they advance
in their earlier years, than it will
on the many faculty members.
whose 'reputatiOns
are
well
established.' Thus,' even if you
don't like to hear ..the .truth,
please don't .·attack the messenger! '. " .

or·
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Friedenthal,
who
has
already
. His expertise is in the field of
exists under the present' system .
visited GW,is a founding member
International Law. Jackson has
Moreover ,the
proposed . fall
of the San Francisco Neighborwritten and lectured extensively
recess would be of little benefit
hood Legal Foundation and has
on topics related to International
to students' for interviewing
.served as. a consultant to federal
Law and Economics.
.
purposes., First, most students do
and local courts m procedural
Thomas D. Morgan --' Univernot receive calloacks by October
law mattersj , ~n acknowledged
sity of Chicago Law School '65:
27, or if they have, 'not -enough'
. ex.p.ert m C1vil. Procedure and
Mqrgan is currently a Distinto .warrant a .week long ..break.
EV1dence, ; Friedenthal
.has
. guisfied Professor of Law .at
Second, many firms interview a
,. a.uthored SlX.legal texts o.n these... . Emory University.School of Law.
large number of candidates and
subjects .. ., .
.
.
.
.
"In addition, Morgan was the Dean
have extremely busy schedules.
. . Roger C.Henderson -- Umverat Emory from 1980 through
Consequently, a student's chances
srty of Texas. Law '65: Hende.rson,.
1985 and was a professor of law
of coordinating callbacks during a
a. pro.fessor of law at the UI}1Ver-·. at the University of Illinois from
. one-week period. are remote, if
Slty of Anz~>na, taugh] previously
1974 through 1980. Professor
nonexistent. , Third, many firms
..'at the Umvers1ty. of Nebraska
Morgan whose areas of proficieextend offers ona. first-come
.and was Dean of Arizona from
ncy inc'tude Administrative Law
first-served' basis. "Thus, even if>
1977.-1983.. Professor Henderson
ana Professional Responsibility,
such coordination were feasible,
specializes m Insurance and Tort
will .visit the NLC on February'
it would not be in a student's
Law and has authored casebooks
17th and 18th.
Serving as
interest to defer a callback to a"
on the subjects. Also, Hendersonchairman and member of ABA
later point in the semester. It is .... IS"
the. chairman of the. Study
reaccreditation teams, Morgan is
..true that the break would provide "
Committee .on. Proposed- ,Tort
also considered an expert m legal
students with a class-free period
Reform Acts for the.~atlonal
education. In 1986 Morgan was
.to. work on papers;
Yet,·. this
COl}ference of. Comm1SS10nson
also the· reporter for the ABAadvantage does not. outweigh the,
Uniform State La.v.:s and the
Commission on Professionalism.
inevitable and unwanted result of
repqrter on the Punitive Damages
Theresa
M.
Schwartz->.
.. scheduling a fall semester break:
Pro~c~ for the American Colle~e
National Law - Center, George
exams would have to be given
of Trial .Lawyers.. Henderson s
Washington
University
'71:
after Christmas vacation.
.
round of campus interviews was
Schwartz, a member of the NLC
Alternatively •. I believe the'
completed on February 8th and
faculty since 1972 . was also
Subcommittee on the Calender's
9th.
....
.
..'
AssoclateDean from 1981 through .
more modest- rroposal is much
Jo~n ~~ Ja,ckson -- Umvers1ty
1983. The top ranked student 10
more worthy 0 . consideration. It'
of M1ch1gan . 59: Ynetrpa Profes-,
her' NLC
graduating" class, .
makes a great deaLof sense to
sor of Law at the Umverstty of
Schwartz's only stint away from
eliminate' several days of classes,
. Michigan, Jackson has tauglit at
the NLC was as an attorney in '
while staying within
A.B.A.
,Ann Arbor since) 9(>6. ProTessor
the FTC in the early seventies;.
guide}ine~, .and. to extend. tl}e
Jackson recently v1s1ted the NLC
Schwartz' has also been the'.
exammation penod. ' A prehm1-'
on February 10th and 11th, and
director
of
the
Enrichment
nary poll of the Student ,Bar
,;is .well,.acquainted . witp. D.C.
Program .at the NI;.C since 1981. .
Association;
. moreover."
has
Jackson
has ,served'
m' ,·the
EXl?ert mthe
f1elds of Tort
. indicated, that students, would not
'Executive .. Department '. as ... a
-Litigation and Consumer Protecobject strenuously' to starting the "., ..counseL
in Trade matters inthe
tion,- Schwartz is a member of
fall semester several days earlier
mid-seventies, as a visiting fellow
the Board of Directors' of
if the reading and examination
in the Institute for International
Consumer's Union: "."Professor
,period would be lengthened. One
, -.
..'
".
I' "
Schwartz will undergo evaluations "
possible addition to' the proposal
E~C?I!0m1csand was recent y a
on February 23rd and 24th,"
.
v1sltmg professor at Georgetown~
..
..
.
would be to extend the examination period,. give' ,exams on;·
~~J~~~~l-s'r~8~itous on~bliga~[d~~•••
have been examined before such .
a plan could be implemented.,
;'
The Dienes/Transgrud proposaL
Would: only serve to exacerbate
existing '.student .·'tensions .while
providmg few benefits in return./
The faculty should respect 'the
student body's opposition to this
plan, "rather' than acting upon
what they think is the students' ,
interests. . I support the
plan offered by the Subcommittee
on the Calendar,
or some.
.variation thereof, and I hope the
'faculty will do the. same.
'.'
,
A

Schedule Changes

e

To the Editor:'
I would like to note several
criticisms
of· .'the
Transfrua~g~~Yi:e [;tl:n~~~]ut~oPg~~k
professors have glven .to
the,
subject but I believe their plaois
unneces~arilY: , drastic.; "'. Both
Jeremy 'and I';have'spokento
a
number of students' about this
proposal and have not received
one favorablerespo'nse. Although
the '.present academic calendar 1S
unsatisfactory,existingproblems
can be adequately remedied by
other, less wrenchmg means. ..best
I feel the proposal would bring .
about the: following undesirable
consequences:
.:
I) Students .will probably feel
compelled ; to
study
during
Chnstl1!a.svacation, owing to the
Glenn Harris
competltlvenature of the student:,
3rd Year student
body.. · As a result. students will.
Student Representative
have only one week to rest and"
Curriculum Committee .'
relax before the spring semester.
(C.on't'd),.·
BAR/BRI·~MPRE
COURSE
an insufficient penod.
'."
SATURDAY,
FEBRUARY
27TH·
RESULT: Greater student stress
.
1
anq chance of fatigue during the
. From Page ..
:IOAM~.3PM
sl?f1ngsemester.
. :....
.
WIll' be interviewed on February
GEORGETOWN
LAW CENTER
2) S~mmeremploymentisoiten
29th and March 1st.'
contmgent . upon . performance
.Colin .Diver _.:..Harvard Law '68:
COMPLETE
PREPARATION
during the fall semester. Under
An ,Associate Dean at Boston.
INCLUDES
LECTURE,PR
MANUAL,
the proposal fall. grades would
University School of Law;. Diver'
not tie posted until late February
has been atB.U. since 1915, and
& PRACTICE
TESTING
to early March thereby reducing
has also taught at the. B.U., .
employment prospects for many.
School of" Management.,
. In
VIDEO
~EPLAY DATE:
RESULT: Greater student stre'ss.
addition,. he has instructed at
SUNDAY .• MARCH
6TH', lOAM
through heightened job anxiety.
Harvard. University's, Kennedy
3) If the examination period were
School of 'Government.' "An
•• FREE FOR ALL BARIBRI
to end on May 31st as proposed,
expert in Administrative' Law,
the graduating . students,apDiver '.has authored numerous
SUMMER'SS
ENROLLEES ••
proximately one '. third of ..the
review articles and a casebook on'
ADDITIONAL 'COURSE DEPOSIT REQUIRED
student bodY,would have little or
- the subject The chairman of the ..•.
no time to relax before bar
Massachusetts
State
Ethics
preparation courses begin jn early
Commission since ,1983. Diver also
MPRE APPLICATION FILING DEADLINE:
June. '.'
has extensive' governmental ex,FEBRUARY 19TI-1
(UNTIL MARCH 9 Wln-I
RESULT: Greater student 'stress
perience.· In addition, Diver was
and .potential for lower barone,
of the protagonists ,of J.
LATE FILING FEE)
,
passage rate:'.,'
Anthony Lukas' 1985 Pulitzer
'MPRE DATE: FRIDAY. MARCH 18n-1'
4) My,Jmpression is that. <most (;'. ' Prize'winn!nghi~t9ry
"of: the,
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
employers . prefer .. summer-,''-em-~,;. Boston'" busmg.cns1s, .'.Common·'
REGIS.TER AT THE BARIBRI
OFFICE,,·
ployees to be,ginwork. in early
Ground. Dean Diver will visit
1909K
STREET,N.W .• OR CALL:
.
June. By endmg.the examination
.the NLC on February' 25th and
S33'-3080
period on '. May 31st, ,students
26th.
'.
·':i.
would have little or no time to
Jack H. Friedenthal -- Harvard
,
relax' b~fore: ",beginning , their:
Law '58: Friedenthal" the.former, __" .
sRuEmSmUeLrJ:oGbsr'e'a't'e"r'
's"t'
u'd'
ent'".
s
t··ress;:
...
·
.
,
.
',
assoCiate.
dean,. and··.
currentat"'
T:
Osborne .Professor
of 'Law
..
" BAR REVIFW
Contrary'to the central premise
,Stanford
University Law' School ...
underlying: the Transgrud/Dienes', :~: 'has been' at Stanf~r~ since 1959' "
pro~s~,;iliep~nwouWenpnder
~~.wdc.has
~W ~~~ng.poots.~·~
.I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·_·~_-~~~~~~~~~~~~~
. far'" greater:studenr/stJ:~Sf;~th1\ny:,~,:Harvard,and'Mlch1gan;;Professor
.>~,..
_.' .,.'

MULTISTATE PROFESSIONAL
RESPONSIBILITY EXAM

Dean

.G................•......
·.·······

J"'--'

-.;;

fOOxtbn

.. ,
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. The quality of work youdo for.
" .-Arid the LEXIS Fas~'Track program' .,' ~'
. your law firm can influence the work,"doesnt
~top when you arrive at your firm. ,
you'll be assigned to do.
.'Individualized sessionswill fine ..tune"
That's why the LEXIS® Fast Track' : your skills to specific areas of law you'll be, ".'.
-,~ programgoes beyond most COl)fSeSoffered re~earching.",,·· :. :.': "
'~',":
'.':.'.
in law school.
'·,·The sessions are free and begin in ':. ','
'., Taught by aLEXIS repr~~entative, .·:~·:March.1Osignup'for abasic or adyanced.',;. ,'"
~ the program concentrates on areas of legal ,session, call1 ..800 ..227·-4908. It could be..,
."
research that will prove invaluable to your : the start of a winning career: " "
-, ' ';
firm. And to you.'
" "'
...
.
Ifvou'venever used,the,LEXIS -:
service, Fast Track trainirigcanget you'
,
~. . . "
.' .
·~~up.t.o ..speed"beforeyoureporttoyour
.,~..':.'.\ U,{nf-T"'ac r,'".
:':,'," .,' ".
firm. If you already have~dvanced LEXIS
Ll~l;ll ~ "',
i'

,"'s

.

','

,

,

>
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Movie Review
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Massamino Division

"Broad c~~'f'(J'i¢ws"
:" ~F~tute
and MeI6d;~matic,t6Q
. -,
. .'. .. ':..,

.
by the ,Phantom
K.F.O Hare

,

l!?OP
",

'Scribe ...and

hoop machine,
usually led by"
fleet of foot guard Brian' "Sandy
Man" Fleischerv > Key Alcaldes
include Chris" "Champ" . Curry •
Mike "Gumbah" Schiavone. HOWle
"The
Vendor"
Bierman,
Dan
.
"Taco" Bell} Bruce "The Piranha"
Radin.
Wi liam "Bill" Vincent.
Brad "Beef" Ritter
and Craig
"Oww, it's my knee again" Scott.
. The
Alcaldes'
Victims.
the
Indicators. are a first year team
comprised .of'. cagers from sections
II and 12. The turning point of
last game was a controversial
technical
called because' of a
check in snafu .at the scorer's
table.
"We fell apart after the
technical and' couldn't beat that
tremendous
press."
said
cocaptain Art Wyatt. . Despite the
loss. '..the .Indicators have poten. tial. . Leading
Indicators
are.
Captain.
Steve '.Hoffner.
Eric
Lindhardt,
John Ginsgurg
and
Dave "Manute Bol" Koman. Some
of the slack must be taken up by
the remaining
members. of the
Indicators.
whose. names Hyatt
simply forgot.
.'
. Nudum Pactum. stripped bare
by Gravamen III. are on the. road
to recover¥. as well. "We had no
continuity.
contended
captain
.Ken Golden.
Golden offered a
plethora of excuses including the
'. old favorite. "We haven't played
together ,lately".
The N.P.'s
Kevin McGlinchy. Rusty Aaronson.
Fred
Samuels.
Steve
Roppolo •.-Jim Brady and Steve
Black are unique among the law
. school teams. In that not a single
member of this gritty squad has
a colorful nickname. These down
to earth cagers next play' on the
.....
:<;;., 23rd.of·.Februarv.
"A'massacre'~
"a bad day for
'.'v~
the Schmos·..and;the
law school".
"We were glad to leave the gym".
aid,c.a.~Ptain Brian LaCorte.
Alas.
thee Schmos.
Mustering
only
. fo.urteen.
points . against
~he
mIghty Wmgos the Schmos fmd
solace in the fact that everyone
.
loves an underdog. Brad "Cavem~
an" Cave, Andrew Trettor. high
scorer
'(1)
Tim
Daly,
Dave
"Schmo" Cho L.R. Hintz. Eric'
Hutz. Craig i'Schmo" Miller and
the
aforementioned
LaCorte
comprise, this merry band of
ballplayers' who' next face. Nudum
.
Pactum.
A get well note from The
Advocate. sports staff to Steve
Daoust who suffered
a season
ending knee injury in a hoop
. game· last week.
The. gutty
hoopster was under the knIfe for
. five hours Wednesday
and is
currently inhabiting a mid-thigh
cast.'
Well wishers can send
their' Hallmarks
to: 2418 Eye
Street N.W., Washington
D.C.
20032.

..:As .'the February. winds whip,
But WIlliam HurfisWilliam
Hurt
-across the Intersection
of 20th'
~dl;lunter.cannothelpherself
and I streets in this fair city.
[Editor's Note:' The'jollowin[J is
but to fall In love. Hurt does a
the' thoughts of future lawlers
the first in a series of revIews
commendable .job 'of portraying
.inevitably turn towards Men s· B
bv 'Christine. .In the next issue.
the typical news:"reader"
who's
,Jeaguebasketball.
and this year
she will rdeal : with "must not'
more' concerned with the color of
. is no exception. " Powerful teams
sees".]'
his' shirt, than the facts in the
abound in both. the Valvano and
;'.;
story>:,
..; ..'
Massamino ,.Division.
But who
"Broadcast
News"
is "an'
In ..,the· - middle;' of all this is
will be on top at the end of the
accurate portrayal
of .television
Hunter's
lntellectuatlmatch
and
tournament is as much a mystery
news,. but in the true spirit .of
favorite' pal. played by Albert
as when Professor Chandler will
that mdustry ' it is melodramatlc..
Brooks.
Brooks' is tliehardpost last semester's T&E grades.
The. movie h as met with high
working,
diligent
reporter. who
.The best bet in the Massamino
accolades in the film industry
spends more time developing his
division at this juncture are the
and is expected to garner several.
leads than his personality~And
Hawthorne Wingos;" <Named :for
Oscars.
.,'
he's in love with Hunter. Perhaps:
the
famed .. expatriate
U.S.
Set here in Washington. D.C.,'
.one of the film's best scenes is
hoopster who attained stardom in
the film' is based on a' love
when Brooks finally
gets the'
Italy.r.the Wingos decimated the
triangle' among
three
network
chance,
to audition
for
the
aptly
namedSchmos
35-14.
journalists.
Holly Hunter, is the.
coveted position of evening' news
Paced
by high scorer
James
tormented
yet
talented r.vfield:
anchor;
Despite his enthusiasm,
Barkley •. this game. according to
producer
with a penchant. for'
Brooks learns a .valuable lesson
stunned . onlookers.
was
over
filming only the "real" news.r
about the TV news business,' that
. before Barkley_and Co. removed
She
goes
on
.a··· dangerous
h b
I'
I
h h
their sweats. The Wingos include
assignment
to
the .., guerilla'.
t e ottom. me contro swat
as
Chris. Smith
Howard.
"Cecil"
battlegrounds
/ in
Nicaragua.
to
be
squeezed
into
those
Susser. Pete Haas. Howard SchecHunter insists Ahat her crew not
twenty-four
minutes. of
ter, Greg Bowman, Steve Keisler
stage anything.
Even details as
. 'Though
the plot is the same
and Captain Jon Opert,
Opert
minute as a soldier putting on his
old' love
triangle.
"Broadcast
. hopes to go undefeated this year.
Shpj. ~te
be. do~e' .at the.
News" does give an outsider a
but cited scheduling problems as
Stt90'nleorfsa'
Wtelle'vIPsoI'otnactret
we..lnHsutrnUtCe-r good
insight
into, the
inner
a possible impediment
to that
k
fib
d
goal. "The league sCrewed us,"
is among those journalists .who
yvor lOgS 0 te eV!SIOn roa cast
said the fiery Opert.
insist . on thorough
investig·ative..
.iJournalIs.l!1. ". . D1fe~tor . Jam~s.
The Wingos should face stiff
reportmg.
U nf ortunately.
the '
rook~!s
pam~takmf
10
hIS
competition
from 1-0 Gravamen
nature of the industrybreedsa..?ttentton
to detaIl.
hesc~nes
III.:
Undefeated
last
year.
fai-'Iarger.
contingency "which,,;An
the./control
.ro0Jt,l are hlgh" Gravamen III beat Nudum Pactum
espouses the ease ~nd,guaranteede;L
energy.;., crafklmg
~Ith
the,'
19-15 in a hard fought game.
drama of news ,WIth. an "Enter- ....... t~nst0!l,
of .... ,producmg
..' and '.~ "We were fortunate to have won."
tainment Tonight" twist. though'"
dlrectm.g a hve news show. ,But...
,::said team Coach Robert Cole.
!ocal
news
has ,long
been.;
.als,o . fa!t~fully' accurate .was the
. Cole'<also
hopes . to.. win., his
mfluenced by the • thre.at of th.e
.. i.:.?:: s~ene.,!n .\VIiICh everyone
g~t_s.':
d'v'sion
but speaks w'th
Qent
I
"bubb.le-headed
blea'c..h..ed .. bIQ·nde.•...,:.?:.....'~.:,. pmk.
s a form..e..!
....
'.... d eSlre.,.
! ..• ,.. yThe ".Last
.
• ..I
urli'..
..;
JOn ".slIps.;
....news,....<A.,
"producer~'
Itelevls
kept.. ~:
..:Hurrah
~:.1S
who comes.on theNews'~at FiVe"... <":i~..
.....;
'. .";'
. ·:'Gravame'n's.·motfo'this
year.
Hunter 'takes her 'news' seriously,,·wondenng.wliy
I had) gIven'It all'
.Other Gravamen
include Mike'
but
attempts
to
pique .. ' her>up to study . law.
{\! least I
"Butthead" Butler Andy "Stretch"
cOlleag.u.es·. interes.t in asp.eec. h.' '.'. ,wo. ndere..
d until T.he. Fmng scene
Sporkin;'Leib
Dodell, John Crane,.,
before a television union fal f1at...
snappedf11e bac:k. mto t~,e memory
Andy. "Pudge"
L::lnkler.
John
The only. on~ in .. that c:rqwd' . of J9,b., .mstabtilty.. .. Broad~ast~
Goldberg, Dave Hertz· and Pete
who.was
IIstemng was WIlham.
News., IS; anenJoyabl~
f1l.m..
Russin. On the in~'ured list· is
Hurf a. handsome anchorman who····.·.·.·espeCIally... Ify<;>U c.an Idel1;tt.fy
Cole felled b a 'co d on the da
keegs'
scorI'ng
..,••.perfect.·
....
;·····te·ns.
,....wlth. gO.Qdopportumty,
t.he.JOurnalIs~s .... to
If. not.•
....
, .
.
• Deany
•
'j
f
,'..
··a
see, ItandIS
of
,last
week'sy. contest.,'--.
W!t out trymg.
..A ter.twet:ltl
. perhaps understand
some. of- the
Barron take note:· Cole missed
mtnptes
alone WIth .hm} •. ' ItS;
tensions that lie at the heart of
two class days asa result.
ObVIOUS.that; Hurtt1lts;
10 •the
. the powerful television'media
;
Joining tlie ranks oLthe!1n-.
entertamment:-news
•.' duectJOn.
' .. ',' "
. . '.
.
defeated are the people'schOlce;
the ..·..·Alcaldes..
who' . beat ., the
Indicators
22-14..
"We' played
miserably~ 'nobody
could snoot
and, .defense
was lax.
Never'
again do I want to see these
by CeCe Ibson
c
noted that}' ...it is hard to find a
boys· play . like. tonight."
said
prom date when your husband's
volatile coach and Bob Knight'
Those of you' who don't know"
hanging_ around."
Tate noted
disciple Kevin O'Hare. the team's
Robin and Taylor (Tate) Ross'
that. "Robin
gets real bitchy
high scorer. Despite a first year
personally· probably
know ~ho
around finals time."
record of 3-2, the Alcaldes have
they are. For two years runmng.
A~ typical day for the ,Rosses·
a strong following1owing
to the
they have been the Night ClerKS
starts well before most of us are
fact .' that
Tuesoays
are
St.
on
the . Homecoming,
Court.
awake., They get up at 5:45 a.m: .
Elizabeth's"
Hospital's
. patients
beautifully.
representmg
the'
and Robin drIves Tate to the
night out.
When at full power.
evening division with grace and
Metro.
She returns home to get
the Alcaldes can be' a potent
dignity.
He works full time' for
ready to go to work. then makes
the United States Patent Office;'
the same .trip again. They might
she for the American Arbitration
meet for lunch. if their schedules
Association and together they are . ~. coincide.
Otherwise. Tate picks'
living law schoof life in the
Robin up at work and together
mamed lane.
.,',
they .walkto school. '.
. ..' ~..' .'.
f{obin and Tate started dating
Being full time students as well
TYPING ~", WOaDpaOCESlDfG
over eleven years ago and ..have
~as full time workers doesn't leave
been
marned
smce ".. 1979.'
much time for'a social life but,
According tq the. happy couple,..
.according
to Tate~ "one of the
"If our relatIOnship were a tree,"
best things about working .and
it would be an evergreenwitli
.
going to night school is that we
cheap tinsel."·
' ".
don't '.have tiine ..to cook so our
Of course,
there
are both
stove'" never gets dirty."
Added'
advantages and disadvantagesto'
Robin. "one.o( our biggest fiphts
being
married
while
in .. law:was
over boIl ....In'" bag dmners.'
school.
The advantages?
Tate;
.. As if they, dc)n't have enough
ON CAMPUS
cites the fact that "you always
to dO,)the R6sses are planning to
to. 21st STREET
. have someone to drink witli."
start a family before graduatIOn.
·LOOlrOR OUR SIGHRobin's
concerns
are a little
Robin
already
has" their· first
·We ~-:
0!ty bluebook,
more academic .. "Whenyou:are'i
. son's name pIcked out .. ' "We'll
not able to attend class due· to :
c~1I him - Austin. . short'
for
Typeset-look Resumes
caver
Letters
sudden illness. you 'can get the'
ostentattous.···
Then we can be
notes from your spouse."
sure he'll be a lawyer, too."
466-TYPE • 857-8000
As for the disadvantages, Robin
by Chrlstlne

McMahon

.<>

,~[;~f~i.
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Life in the',Married ··Lane

ACE

WE SPECIALIZE IN
lEGAL TYPING AND
'.WOR'O PROCESSING
am

en
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ArnnestyforHumarr Rights

2300SStreet,
N. W.
interested students" to -Iocal soup_
by
David Cho
Washington,
D.C.
20008"
by Lou Manuta
'_
",,,...
'kitchens
to hell>. serve food to
Some thin of, great interest'. to
. the homeless.
'Even thOught~~
, Amnesty' International
will be
'In Israel, Amnesty International
holding
ItS next
meeting on
is concerned. about the severe
the EJF cimmunIty'
concernmg
program, has alrefady 'hbegun, h
iSBA
I ti
the
you' can spare a ew ours eac
Wednesday, February 17th at 4:15
beatings"and
killings of Palesthe recent f "Ioa~ efo~gr~e:e~" as "~ week,. and are i.nter~sted in. the
p m. in Room L20 I. ,There will
tinians in the occupied territories
presence 0
I f
f
" cause there's still time to Jom. '.
be a speaker, from the Dominican
by Israeli Army and, security
g:~~i3[te:~eTgb~ggr~
n~mb~ra~r:"j,.Just
'leave a .noteon'~(the
~J~§,
Republic who is also a first year
forces.
In addition,
r\mnesty
. urges the stop 'of arbitrary arrest
law student here at the National
these candidates
.unfortunately
,,'~ulletll~bo!lrd~nB306.
<co ", il >61 "
did not
win
the
cause
IS
""ApphpatlOnsare
now ,asval a e
Law Center:
She will be giving
without
warrant,
of
many
I d'
H' ef II}' the defeat
at the, EJFdesk
'for>, ummer
her 'observations
about" Duman
Palestinians
some
of,
them
rights violations- in the Dominican
.children.
These, people arrested
~:;a A~"att~fburable
tolqanGrants
program· . T~Or '~fnJo~
bl
Republic under .Trujillo.. .:for /iveness.
Still, we realize
who are ~cra1l1 109; P
.d
are often held without access to
Amnesty is proud to announce
lawyers.
.Furtherrnore,
unfair
thaf the concept of-loan forgivesumk~er, .JObth,eShOptimicC?:t~re~~ ness is new to the NLC and many
wor 109, 10
its major campaign for '1988. It
trials
of detainees
are being
is a human
fights
awareness
conducted,
in
violation
of
of you are not sure of exactly
and. aPf.>lying. : EJF "does, not
what it entails.' There are cQPles
define 'public- interest" strictly,
campaign, enti.tIed"Human 'Rights,
international standards.
of the Loan Forgiveness
Task
In general, Jobs' in non-profit
Now,'"
marking." the
forfieth
Amnesty urges the law .student
Force
proposal,
.which : was
organizations -government,'
[egal
anniversary
of
the
Universal
and faculty committee
to, write
Declaration ,of Human Rights. It
submitted
to the faculty and
serv,i,ces and low budge! law fums'
letters to:
'"
'
administration
last month,
on,
that provide legal ald. !O, the
will run from March 3rd through
reserve in the ,library.
Takeja.
djs~dv~ntage<! .or. 'spec13hz~. 10
December 10th of this year and
Yitzhak Shamir
few minute, out to peruse It.
CIvIl rights Iitigation are-eligible
will
include
an
international
Office of the Prime Minister
There will be a general interest
for funding.
If you thipk' your" ,
petition to be signed by millions
Hakiriya
meeting in the coming week to
job
could
be categorIzed
as
calling on governments to protect
Ruppin Street .
inform the student body -of its,
public interest
then It probably
human rights' and a, world rock
Jerusalem 91919
progress
and to answer ,any
qualifies.
EJI'" as a non-partisan
music tour during August
apd
ISRAEL
questions
that you may ,have.
organization encourages applica-'
September.
,
Watch for signs around, the
tions from a wide spectrum of
One of the most horrible of
-,Yitzhak Rabin
school for the day and time..
interests
as di(fe.rent
as tl].e,
human "rightsviola.tions
is the
Ministry of Defense
The EJF SpeakersjEducatton
Heritage FoundatIOn, the Amen-,
Hakiriya'
,
torture,
, imprisonment
' and
committee has also been effectIve
can Civil Liberties
Union, or
execution
of
young
children
7 "A" Street
'~
in spreading the word of Equal
public defenders and government
whose families
are accused of
Tel Aviv 67659
\
Justice. There wilJ be twq Brown
prosectttors."
.
ISRAEL'
,
subversive· actions.
Children are
Bag Lunches commg upm short'
'Apphcants
must' have a fum
assaulted while "in prison, often
order.
On Tuesday
February
offer
before
they ,can . apply.
by suc,h" 'barbaric
methods
as
Shimon Peres
23rd, John Zalusky of the AFLLast year, four students were
electric
shock. ",
Others
are
Vice Prime Minister and Minister
CIO ~ill be speakil)g. at 12:15
given up to ~1500 a Qiece for the
kidnapped or are threatened when
of Foreign Affairs
p.m. 10 L202 on "Plssmg for a
Summer. ThIs year, EJF hopes to
their' p.arents do not "confess"
Hakiriya
Job: Drug Testing and tIie Work
raise enough to j)rovide ,up to
during interrogation."
Jerusalem 91999
Place".
-He will discuss how
$2000 towards a Summer income
. Amnesty International
requests
'ISRAEL
'-prevalent the testing has become
which does' not exceed $3500 (for
all NLC students,and
faculty to" '
and your rights if you, refuse to
example, if a student receiving,
write
letters
supporting
the
Send copies to::
comply.
An informal question
$2000 will only be el!8.ible to
following cases on children and
Embassy of Israel
and answer period will follow.
receive $1500 fromEJ!").
All
on the unrest in Israeli occupied
:3514 International Drive, NW
Then, on Thursday, March 3r~,
funding
is primarily' 'based
on
~territories.
,
" Washington, DC 20008
.
Sam Delgado
of
the Pubhc
pledges from fellow students who
,Noor ,Jahan
of Burma
was"',
','
,
,
Defender Service will discuss the
pledge a day's pay or", at le~st
." imprisoned
when she was ··~me
'~Finally, Am1}esty Internatjonal
topic:
"How can yourepresept
$30. towards . thefellows~lp.'
year old.
.She'has
not' been·would
hketo
mVltethe
unJverthose people?" at 4:15, p.m.m
ContrIbutors then vote' on whIch
L202.
'"
.
organizations
they would like to
r~a1~T~~orf~~i;trt;h:ea~~S'~~~~~'
::,"r~Wa'ri;y~mR~~r~~~1 t~nf~~enc~ig~
And, just announced~Roger
'fund.
Last Summer, f.,the student
with her mother ·who is now 62.,. , ",Saturday,
February
27th, 9:30
Galvin
of the, Animal
Legal
-', contributors
allowed four grant
Amnesty be,lieves that Noor:and
"a.m.:thro,u,gh7:30
p.m. at Johns
Defense Fund will be here this
,'"recipients
to have interesting and
her .mother
are
prisoners, , _of
Hopkins University in Baltimore,
Thursday at I:OQ p.m., t9 discuss
uniq!1e;, ~xperiences
working
in
conscience
detained 'because ,of
Maryland.
There
will
be
career opportunItIes,
hIS ,work;
"pubhc'
','mterest
law.
In the
their ethnic origin and religious
workshops on how to successfully
and animal rights in general.
coming weeks, their experiences..beliefs
(they
are ,reportedly
work for the release of prisoners
With the situation
in Silver
, will be told to entice everyone to
illegal immigrants from Banglade'"
of' ,conscience,
for the end of
Spring concerning monkeys, this
join.
Watch this space to learn
sh). Amnesty urges 'you_ to write
torture and executions worldwide
is a topic that strikes- close to
how fulfilling
public ,interest
letters expressing
concern about·
and for fair treatment
'ofall
home.
.
work can be first hand.
The
the situation
of Noorand
her,'
political prisoners.
'
The
Community
Outreach
/ comp.leted applications
are ,due
mothe.r and urging that they be
This, year's
conference
will
committee
will begin
sending.
ApnUst.,
,,' ~;"'"
'
given a fair trial or released.
feature four former' prisoners of
Please send letters to:
.
conscience whose release Amnesty
terrified.
I could see cathartic·
.
- International' worked for: Carlos
reaction
on their
faces:
the
Usan yu:
and Marisa Rodriguez of ArgenFrom Page 3 '
ultimate nightmare;.. the date that
Chairman of the Council of State
tina;
Dr. John Karefa-Smart
of
won't go away.
1his is not to
Office
of
the
Council
of
State
Sierra
Leona
and
Father
Kasimir
"the mail-that
rm dating,"
sit
say that women aren't bothered
15-16 Windermere Park
Paulsen
of
South
Africa.
back and wait to see what'
by persistent men.
It is to say
,Rangoon
Cambodian torture survivor Kassie
toatl
don't ,-know if we con,BURMA
.'
Neouwill
also attend.
haffeen~s'on the other hand, see~'template ,',Potential
,judgment
,
For
information,
please call the
mesmerized by the term.
At a
errors in' "CIt word chOIces with
Please send copies to:
,,'>';'
Amnesty
International
. Midrecent partY,several
men (at
as much fear (If Michael Douglas
E, mbassj' of the Socialist Republic
AtlanticOffice;:-547-4718.
separate times) asked me to leave
hadn't stayed the, extra night,
oCthe Union of Burma,.,
., "
the party With them.
Their
none of this would have hapgen~ral approach
was "This "is
pened).
Nor, I think, do we
a man's' commitment
has fueled
thinks.' -Above"'all,
I think the
bonn~.
Let's go have fun.
It
, pursue commitment with as much
the' myth of the eligible bachelor
message' must be, "Chill".
To
doesn t mean anything.",
fervor
as some men seem to
and the ..old maid.
,A single,
men:
don't start categorizing
Frankly, I never thought of the
think. Which brings me to Point
professional man at 32 is a catch.
how you, feel and therefore how
2.
' ,
meaninglessness of our potential
A single professional 'woman. of, ' . > the, relationship
with the newest
ev~ning together as a bargaining
Point 2
.
the same age is aut of luck, ·should~.go
too early. To women:
chIp.
But, these men seemed
Once committed (I realize I've
hard, or juse plain desperate.
don't start trying to figure out
compelled to set the tone of the
skipped the many steps between
As
a
result
of
this
myth
and
the
what
he thinks you are trying to
potential
soiree
as
finite.
" ' fear of commitment'
and the
real fact that men date younger
do and then adjust your. behavior
Putting all their cards on the
decision that it's worth' it' but
than themselves more often than
accordingly.
.
table, they were being honest in
this, article is gettin, g much too
women do, thereby enlarging the
We ,', face
enough.
anxiety
case I should try to nail them ..
long), men have a harder time
male dating pool,· men tend to
fighting
systematic
pres~ure in
later.
It never occurred tome
with compromise than women.
, play ha~? oallI]lore often. •They,
our legal careers. , SOCIal and
to think so far ahead.
, When a man starts' dating one
~argue,"
Well, ,tt's . me .or 'Lyour ,
' psychological
anxieties need not
My suspicion
that' men are
w9man in particular,
his male
career..
,'
',' ,', ':~;
apply.,·.
,,'
much more concerned about what
fnends
refer
to her' as "the
Some
won't
even
consider
that
IF==============::::;
a date may mean ["Do I have to
wife," "the hag", or "the ,ball and
. a wotp-ao'can,llave
..two.masters,
ask her out aga~n? Do I want to ..
chain".
The' ,implication,
of
her'. lob ,.and . her ,'Joe." 'Split
ask her out agam? or "Will I be
course, is that he has somehow
able to avoid seeing her again?"}
diminished
in masculine, stature
. :~~~:~~:s"fe~nngs
t~~triri~d:~~~~
was brought home to me recently
si1}ce he is unabl~to
pursue
10 s01}le men.
SOt the fear of
Are You a' Newspaper Nerd?
when I saw Fatal Attraction with
thmgs -as" before WIth, the same
cOlpmJtment creeps tn. And then,
another woman and two men.
Do You save copies of old
reckless
abandon
(i.e.:
Gary
from
we re ba,ck to POlOt I.
The movie is about a very bad
30 Something can .no longer'
issues of this paper?
This . all is not meant as a
date.
'
"
indulge in gratuitous sex since
vindication ~ of
men
and
an,
While the other woman and I '
If
so, turn in Vol. 19,
Eve has rumed
his fun' with
enshrinement
of women.
I think
were a little squeamish about the
1ssues
8 & 9 (January 19
anyone but her.)
,'
that we all have a lot to learn
'blood. the men were stark, raving
February 1)
.
The derision that accompanies ~
...
about
what the other
gender
,
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The American Express" Card can playa starring role .
virtually anjwhere you shop, from Iulsa to Thailand.
Whether you're buying a TVor a T-shirt. So during college
and after, its the perfect way to pay for just about
everything you'll want.

. How to get the Card now.
,: College is the first sign of success. And because we believe
":' "',, .in your potential, we've madeit-easier to get the American .
Express Card right now. Whether you re a freshman, senior..
or grad student.look into our new automatic approval.
offers. For details, pick up an application on campus. Or";
call1-800-THE-eARD and ask for a student application.

,"

J.

;.

The American Express Card. "
. Don't Leave School Without It~

J

•

_
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TRAVEl
~s,RElATED
SERVICES
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Name ,,"
, ,',
'
,'
Backgrouhd
"",
'Please 'list three goals you wish Campus Offices or other leaderto accomplish through GWUSA~
ship positions held.

,

How would you ,accomplish
" goals? ,',:
:.f: '

What role does the law school
J>lay in your plans and Candidate's Statement in fifty words,
verbatim.
-~

these

Vice President (Cont'd)

I. A more unified student body
with increased involvement from
graduate
and
international
Ridgewood, NJ
students.
2. Senate that is less involved
Residence Hall Associa
in internal controversy, and more tion
'
involved in helping students. '
Commission on Fun
. 3.
. Establish
good
working
Hall Council
,
relations
with>. the new AdRepresented GW at
NACURH (National Assoc. - ministration.
\ of College and University
Residence Hall)
"

DAN SCHNEIDER

,

,

Candidates (Cont'd)

Writing Competition

From Pa~e 7
.'
All students interested in being
to show his deep commitment to ' -on The George Washington !-aw
the University and the student
Review or The George Washingbody. . He has witnessed
the
ton Journal of Internationa] .Law
diversity of VIews which were
and Economics must participate
present on the Senate this past
in the writing competition
that
year.
While- acknowledging
that
will be held over spring break.
great strides were made this past
The Law Review and the Journal
year
in
increasing.
Senate
use the same problem, but the
visibility
and
effectiveness,
Review requires that the comSchneider
looks
forward
. to .
petition
be completed
in 72
playing a strong role m building
hours, whereas the Journal allows
upon the positive results of an
the entire week of spring break
active year and removmg
the
for completion. The competitions
obstacles which prevented
even
will be distributed
on Friday,
greater successes. March 11th ..
Schneider
is
comfortable
An informational meeting will
!TIeeting -wit~ student~
in an
be' held on Monday, March 7th
mforf!lal settm.g and wdl try. to
for all interested
first
year'
establIsh
a,
better
workmg
students.
Only those students
relation
with the Senators
bywith'
two
years
of
school
meeting
with
each
of ' them
remaining may compete-firstindividually
at the start of the
year daystuoentsand
secondyear. He has also announced an
year night students.
Th.e Law
mterest in inviting the GWUSA
Review
accepts
approxImately
President to many of the Senate's
. twenty percent of ItS members
meetings.
It is his hope that
solely on their writing scor~s, so
GWUSA will get away from being
all students
should '. senously
a political anuual of the variousconsider participating
regardless
campus organizations and become ' of their class standing.
instead an umbrella group that
serves all the students equally.

Classifieds
WORD PROCESSING.
Resumes,
proposals;-Iegal research papers,
legal briefs, litigation documents,
manuals and manuscripts.
5984532.

ftlB PROFB88IONAL
TYPINO ... ·.ORD PRCK'B88JNC CJUtfBR
.

-

.

I. . The. first goal is. simply'
ifeel
the <law school's role In
achieved
by 'having
. better
GWUSA
begins
with
getting
communication
channels between
involved. ' I also feel the law
the different groups on campus.
school Senators play a vital role
I feel this can be accomplished.
in adding leadership and neutralthrough'
Senators
attending,
izing some of. the undergraduate
meetings of the, groups. they are " p.oliticswhich
are detrimental
to
assigned . to represent.,
Also -by
GWUSA. "
,
creanng interaction among groups
' .. ,.j'.'
..
who
wouldn'tnorf!lal!y i get
As Vice President, J have three
toagmeBthuesr'I'S
tlhef.ereelspuOnnlsfJ.YIJ.nll.8ty·thoef
".' objectives: .:a
more
unified
C
b
student
bodY}· a less turbulent
GW SA because
the. Student
Senate,": and
better
.studentAssociation is the umbrella group'.
administration
relations, -,After
for all campus organizations.
achieving these goals it will be
,,
easier to create such" things as
2. . I believe by unifying the
graduate . school- .housing'
and
Senate, GWUSA can be. more
k
f
It
lots
th
effective . in working for the.
,par mg m acu y 0 s on.
e
weekends.
Dan Schneider
for
students. I feel I can accomplish
EVP.
.
this' by encouraging
Senators to .
deal with their problems ona
.personal level instead of slander-.
'.
ing each other 'in, the school
'A'
newspapers. Also, I would like to
'.
;
.
have group projects .wherei.all
ACLU
WANTS
YOU.
The
GWUSA members can physically
":. American Civil Liberties Union is
work together.,
This-vwould
'interested
in ,starting'
a G.W.
accomplish. team . building ....and
chapter, , which .will .focus on
additional student services: "'~
current
'civil ' ..rights ./ work
including
students ..rights..
All
3. I feel gOOdworkingrela~~ons'
interested students and faculty
with the Administration
can be
should call' Anne Olesen, Assisaccomplished through communicatant Legal Director, 457-0800.,
tion with different
members of
the Administration
on. a regular
basis.
. .. -

"CLUChapter

Rene D. Tegtmeyer,
Assistant
Commissioner
for Patents of ,the
serious
y, pease
,·.U.S.Patent
and Trademark office,
fill-out
a survey,.,
'will
be"
speaking
. Tuesday,
oonr.Y9hUers.·odbv·ohcuantte<a'
.
n'd'
February
23rd,
1988at8:00P:m.
T
in_room
'L301~in
a 'meetmg
f
sponsored ',by'
SIPLA. ...Mr
.
return
it to the office;'
Tegtmeyer will speak onreexam,.,h
inatiqn, duty of. di~closure, PCT
',,5
·11' .,..
......• ";., '~'/,s 'practJce;·harmomzaflOn
and more ..
, urveyswl,
appear:
In'':'i>;'C~'AII'
GW'students
and .faculty are
student
lounges
on 2/1"~'\;:"'jnvited
to the'meeting.
.

.

I

.

. TYPIST/WORD PROCESSOR
A VAILABLE. Twenty years
experience, convenient to Metro.
(703) 938-6253.
.
'
IIOMEWORKERS
OK 73069.
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EVERYJ;:AVAIL.ABLE ·

WANTED! Top
121 24th
Norman,

.

.

oV.

"~ ' ...

GILBERTS

.'r,

;.~~.~

,SUM

'"

& SUBstANCE

~~

"",'lEGALlNES:'
",;:
··:.'SM.TH REVIEW~,NUiSHELI.S"'·'
;I'

: •··,CASE

.'

.' "

'.'

' .......

''

'

NOTES:-, ::,

,':,,,.WEST'S 'BLACK LmER SERIES
:: ':,;')EM'ANUELs-.:.:.HORNIOOKS
STATIONARY SUPPLIES AND MORI

FOR AN ENERGETIC AND
EFFECTIVE GWUSA, VOTE FOR
JOHN DAVID MORRIS. HE'LL
GET THE JOB DONE RIGHT!

The Advocate urges all graduate
students to ,get out and vote on
February 23rd and 24th ... that's
ihe only way our views will be
known!' Remeplper, ALL graduate
students are elIgible to vote. '

tAW BOOK~CO.
...

pal

- 5

'0

-~*

HEALTHY,MALES WANTED.
couples.- Confidentialtty ensured; Ethnic diversity
desirable. Excellent compensation, Contact Dr. Fugger at the
Genetics and IVF Institute,
Fairfax, VA 22031. 698-7355.

_VB IIOYIDI
Neue. ...
L St., If•••
'8ulte
..

.. _

-

Help infertile

U" .10118
A .II:ClALn

I

\\,OHD PROCESSING BY LEGAL
SEC(~ETARY. I am located three
blocks from campus. $1.75 per
pn~e; $15.00 minImum. Call 78016118,240-4360, 960-6851.
,

Pay! Cottage Industries,
A ven ue, NW, Suite222.,

STUDENT DIICOUNTI

SlPLAMee~s -

Gottajo~?
Can YOU~
spare
a dime?
No,.

HAPPY VALENTINE'~'DAY,
LAURJE!(Even
if it is a couple
of days late.) And here's to all
the months to come ...may they be
as hapQY as ,our "first" six.
\'
Love, BJII.. ,.'; ".
,

\.:\'::/:::·\:!N ... :-:1-:,
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